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-J FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the Boeing Company, Vertol
Division of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania for the Air Force
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio under contract F33615-69-C-1570, project No.
698BT, "US/FRG; V/STOL Technology Program!. This contract

, iis for a multiphase effort of parametric studies, detail
design, mode! tests and analysis. This report only covers
phase I, configuration design analysis. The results of the
other phases will be treated in future reports.

The contract was administered by the Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory with Mr. Daniel E. Fraga (FDV) as
project engineer. The principal investigators for the
Boeing Company were Mr. David A. Richardson and Mr. Jaan
Liiva. This report covers the phase I work conducted from
15 -April 1969 to 15 August 1969. The final report was
submitted by the authors in November 1969.

I ! This report has been reviewed and is approved.

F t. Colonel, USAF
Chief, V/STOL Technology Division
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ABSTRACT

Basic design studies on tilt prop/rotor aircraft performed
as the first phase of the four phase USAF Contract

F33615-69-C-1570 are su~nari..ed in this interim report.

This program is to determine design criteria and demonstrate

the adequacy of technology by designingj a full-scale prop/

rotor aircraft and by designing, manufacturing and testing

scaled mcdels. The work reported herein consists of the

definition of a prop/roto?. preliminary design and performance

scnsitivity trade-offs, A prop/rotor aircraft which can

perform a transport mission with a 250 na.tical miles radius,

a cruise speed of 350 knots and a payload of five tons with

a vertical take-off at 2,500 ft. and 93°F is defined. This

aircraft also can parform a rescue mission with a 500 nautical

mile radius and a mid-point hover time of thirty minutes.

Landing gear sized to provide a coverage of 40 and 38 passes

when operated on CBR4 soil is included in this design. A

21 percent wins thickness is used to provide the largest

depth of wing compatible with high speed drag rise in order
to satisfy the structural requirements of a prop/rotor air-

craft with a minimum weight wing. The prop/rotor utilized

has no flap or lag hinges. Rotor blade cyclic pitch is planned

to provide both control moments and load alleviation. A hover

figure of merit of 75 percent and a cruise efficiency of 78

percent are expected to be achieved with this aircraft. Weight

estirates based on a fairly conservative projection of technologyi indicate that the useful load fraction of this aircraft is 31.6
percent.
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SPCTION V

N•TRQDUCT.iLCN ••

.I. CBJECTWE

The objective of Phase I work reported herein vas to pirxora

the preliminary design work necessary to establish a prop/rýO4or

aircraft configuration that will meet the requirements of ,a

specific transport mission. This configuration definition was

necessary so that in Phase I7 a more detailed design of the

prop/r-otor, nacelle, wing and associated coi-trols can be

performed.

2. APPROACH
The Contractor's V/SI-5L Aircraft Sizing and Performance Cornpate.

Program (VASCOMP) was used to provide a matrix of designs

meeting the basic mission with various payloads, disc loadings,

and the associated gross weights. Prom these data a design
was selected as a baseline configuration for further refinevent,

This involved trade offs of major items that wers held constant

in the initial sizing.

Additional studies were then made of aeroelastic stability-

flying qualities and weight substantiation. The results were

incorporated in a refinement of the design. The abiiity

of this aircraft to perfori. a rescue and an alternate transport

mission was then calculated.

S-~
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A preliminary design of a prop/rotor aircraft has been

conducted and trade studies have been developed to ahow

the impact on the gross weight of this aircraft which

result from providing the major mission performance re-

quidrents of the-selected transport mission. The

aircraft designed appears to be practical_ and appears

to be competitive with other configurations being con-

sidered for such a mission. The tradie studies show that
this aircraft is very sensitive to maneuver load factor

requirements particularly in hover. Dash speed require-

ments increase the aircraft gross weight to accomplish

the specified transport mission by 160 pounds per knot.

The aircraft does not have unusual sensitivity to detail

3 design assumptions except for the hovering disc loading.

SA prop/rotor aircraft whichi can perform a transport mission

S~with a 250 nautical miles radius, a cruise speed of 350

knots and a payload of five toni with a vertical take-off

at 2,500 ft. and 930 F has been defined. This aircraft also
can perforsi a rescue mission with a SOO nautical Mile radiuig

and a mid point hover ti.e of thirty minutes. Landing gear

sized to provide a coverage of 40 and 38 passes when operated

on CZR4 sail is included in this design. A 21 percent wing

thickness is used to provide the largest depth of wing

coatible with high speed drag rise in order to satisfy the



structural requirements of a prop/rotor aircraft with a

minimum weight wing. The prop/rotor utilized has no rotor

blade flap or lag hinges. Rotor blade cyclic pitch is

planned to provide both control moments and lead allevia-1 tion. A hover figure of merit of 75 percent and a cruise

efficiency of 78 percent are expected to be achieved with

this aircraft.

Weights substantiation of the preliminary design has been

based on a conservative extrapolation of technology to

the 1972 time frame. The weights methodology used is a

mixture of airplane and helicopter trend curves. A 12.5

percent material factor has been applied to wing, tail and

body group trend weights for 1972 materials. Engine
section (nacelle, engine mount, etc.) group weight was re-

duced 9 percent for 1972 materials. Advanced gearing is

shoving such promise in present developments that a 15

percent factor on drive system weight has been taken for

1972 technology. No advances have been tnken in the rotor

group other than to assume that titanium hubs and fiberglass

blades would be used. Similarly, there has been no advance

taken in the weight of the flight control group. The weight

benefit for advanced materials is more than offset for the

"wing by the requirements for vertical flight with the rotor

thrust at the wing tip. The weight penalty for vertical

flight was taken as a 25 percent addition to the wing trend

weight. These assumtions are believed to be conservativeA but consistent with the unknowns of the use of hingeless

11-2
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rotors in a tilt rotor application.

The empty weight breakdown of the preliminary design

aircraft is sumarized as follows:

rercentage of

Growigh Desig Gross Wei-,ht
Rotors 5,510 8.

Driv,, 7,282 11.

Flt. '"ontrols 5,453 8.

Engi.- 'Comlete) 5,116 8.

Fuel S.l•• 1,6F2 2.

wing 4,993 7.

Body3,18•

Taul 1,266 2.

J IJL n i g earm 2,571 4.

Elect. and
Electronics 2,369 4.
Cargo Loading 981 1.

Other 3r150 5.

lEIGM UNP! 45,861 Lbs. 68

Fixed Useful Load 915 1.

Fuel 10,224 16

Payload 10,000 15

USEFUL LOAD 21,139 Lbs. 32

GROSS 11GlT 67,000 Lbs. 100

11-3
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The trade studies nvolved var. itions in mission para-

neters and aircraft design parameters. The results

of these studies ma-, be sumarized in the following

Mission Parameter Sensitivity

Dash Speed (At Speeds 160 lb./knot
300 Knots)

M- 1-euver Load Fac

Airplane 4,000 lb./g
-Hover 1.,000 lb./g

Airplane Design Parameter Sensitivikt

Disc Loading -2,300 lb./paf-

Wing Loading (Chord
Variation) None-Optimized

Hover Tip Speed -30 lb./fps.

Hover/cruise RPh None-Optimized

-f 'Tail Volume Coefficient

-Vertical 33,900 lb. at 0.014
, -Horizontal 6,000 lb. at 1.04

Parasite Drag 1,400 Ib/ft2

I JAfterbody Length 208 lb/ft

SFC 60,000 lb/lb-HP hr.

I These sensitivities generally indicate that the aircraft is

fairly well optimized. T',e disc icading sensitivity is

negative since the disc loading of this aircraft in low compared

to the dash speed x-- t. This disc loading was seleciu

to provide good helicopter mode operation and to provide for

growth to a matched configuration.

11-4
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3 1. APPRMC TO S!WN

The purpose of the Phase I effort is to establish the aircraft

general configuration so tiat in Phase II meaningful design work

may be accoplished on the wing nacelle. rotor propeller and

associated controls.

Therefore a broad look has been taken of the total aircraft so

that the performance, weights, and geometric dimensions are realistic

for the intended missions.

2. H ISSIOE WWMIIK AND MRSLG- CrMOMI

As the result of direction from the Flight Dynamics Laboratory

and studies conducted by Boeing the following are the missions.

design requirements and configuration dacisions effective at the

completion of Phase I for the Prop Rotor transport mission and for

the rescue mission. The aircraft is sized to fly the transport

mission. Its performance capabilities for the rescue mission

are determined.

A. rransport Mission

For this mission the aircraft shall have a payload of S tons

and hav*e a cargo tie down system -cýatib-e with the 463L

pallets. At overload gross weights the cargo space shall be

suitable for an 8-1/2 ton payload. A crew of 3 is used.

Fz-



I

- Ihte design is not to be constraimed by external noise or

autorotative requirements.

The landing gear is to be coupatible with a running take off,

1- at overload gross weight (81 ton payload), from a semi-

-prepared runway. it shall be designe" for a sink speed

of 12 ft/sec at normal gross wight.

S- - I"m following are the segments of the aission:

1. Warn up and taxi; 2 minutes (NIL C-5011&)0

I• 2. Take off and hover, 1 minute, 2500' 6 3 (at RI power or less)

- -. TansfeP to sZd: te: at 2500' (no time and fuel allowance)

5. cruise at 350 knots to 150 N. Miles from base at 10,000'

Sstandard. (400 knots dash capability must be available

- at NL power.)

[1 " -- 6. Descen to sea level (no time and fuel allowance)

4 J 7. Dash at 300 knots for 100 nautical milea at sea level

standard at NL power or less.

8. Transfer altitude to 2500' 93* (no rme and fuel allowance)

9, Hover 2 minutes at 2500' 930

10. Land and exchange payload (one minute time, no fuel

4. al!owance)

110 W*arm up and taxi 2 jminutes, (MNL C-5011A)

- 111-2



12. Tak off and hover, 1 minute at 2500' 93' -

13. Transfer to sea level standard (no time and fuel allowanmc)

14. Dash at 300 kt for 100 n. miles
15. climb to 10,000 feet at Mx /C at URP an standard day

16. Cruise at 350 knots back to base on wtandard day

17. Descend to 25009 930 (no time and fuel allowance)

18. Hover 2500' 930 for 2 minutcs (no fuel allowance)

19. Land with 10% fuel left

E: All SFC's to be increased.
Figure 111-1 depicts this mission.

B. Rescue Mission
I To perform the rescue m~ission the basic tra~nsport aircrat•

is modified. This involves: 1) the removal of the 463T.

cargo system and troop seats, 2) the addition of litters

and seats, two machine guns, armor plate, medical equipment,

two medics to the crew, rescue hoist, additional f .el and

fuel tankage and 3) the changing of the electronic suipmient

to that required for rescue operations*. A detailad listing

of these changes is provided in the weights section of this

report.

With the aircraft chosen for the transport missions, the

cargo and useful load for the transport mission will be

replaced by equipment and additional fuel tankage required

for the rescue mission (no "snatch= system will be required.)

111-3
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The following are the segments of the mission.
1. War= up and taxi 2 minutes at NP-

2. Take off minute at Max *ated at 2000' 95- 5-fl- -

3. Climb at best R/C at HU, AM hot day

4 AL. Co t atda at 300 miles from base to 20,000 fet_

5. Descen& co 3000' ,ARA hot day (no tibe &nd fuel lUovAmce)

6. Cruiise at 350 )note at 3000'. AMIM hot da!, tor 200 nwa ti 41

milesI
7. Climb at best R/C to 7000', AWL hot day at MV?

8. 30 tinuwte search at 100 knots or less., 7000' AMl hot day

9. Descend to 60001 950 (no time and fuel alliwace).•÷

10. 30 minu:es hov:: r at 60001 95* at MIL. Pick up 1200 lb

midway through hover. •

11. Descend to 3000' M hot 5y (no tm aad fuel all lcanae)

12. Cruise at 350 knots at 3000 AM jhot day for 200 vauztical
miles

S13. Cl.imb at best R/C to 10,0000 AMA hot day at HRP

S(This altitude is based on caxxying injre:ud persons without

pressurization)

S•14. Cruise back to base at RIRP, AS hot day

15. Descend to 2000' 930 (no ti and fuel allowance)

16. Land with 10% reserve fuel

NOTE: SC's are to be increased 5% above specification valies

per MM C-5011A

Figure 11-1 bdepicts this mission.
------ T--S



C. Alternate =apssort Mission

After a point design has been chosen, the following simple

rtstion will establish the importance of emhasing the

Shover and forward flight mode. All SVC are increased by

9g in accordance with MZL-C-5011A.

1. Load aircraft with payload (P)

2. Warm up and tax-.o 2 minutes (MIL-C-5011A)

3. Take off and hover one minute at 2500' ?-io

4. Transfer to std. temp. at 2500'

S. Climb at max R/C from 2500' to l1.0,000' standard day,

6. Cruise at normal rated power to radius (R)

7. Transfer altitude to 2500' 930 (no tim and fuel

allowance)

3. Rover for (H) minutes at 2500' 930

9. Und and exchange payload (no time and fuel allowance)

10. Warm up and taxi 2 minutes at 60% mil power 2500' .,30

11. Take off and hover one minute at 2500' 930

1 12. *Transfer to 2500' standard day

13. Climb t- 10,000' at max R/C at N3P standard day

14. Cruise at normal rated power back to base.

S15. Descend to 2500' 93' (no time and fuel allowance)

16. Rover at 2500' 930 for 2 minutes (no time and fuel
aliowance)

- 17. Land with 10% fuel left.

Payload (P), Rover time (9) and Radius (R) are to be varied
within fuel and payload available.

111-6
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3 . BASELINE CONFIGURATION

A. .- View

Figure 111-2 drawing SU215-21503 shows the general j
arrangement. The selection of a high wing configuration

is to provide nacelle to ground clearances. The location

of the engines and the complete drive (transmisM ion) system

within the tilting nacelles is based on reducing the dependence

on the interconnecting shafting. The arrangement shown

requires the use of crossshafting only to provide power

between nacellcs in the event of an engine out condition.

An engine or an engine to nacelle shaft failure has the
effect uf a powes reduction only. The loss of the cross

shafting between nacelles has no effect on the aircraft

if all engines are operating.

The wing is positioned on the fuselage and the nacelle

tilt axis is located so that during normal e.g. the rotor

thrust in the hover mode is thi-ough the c.g. In cruise

flight the c.g. is at the 25% chord. This minimizes the ii
amount tf trim required and the change in trim during

conversion. 1
1

1I1I-7



rThe clearance between the prop pitch axis and the wing

leading edge: has been selected at 4.5 ft for the USAF

tilt rotor aircraft. This clearance is based on a

structural design limit gust of 50 ft/sec at 400 knots

(dash speed) 10,000 ft standard day.

This clearance enables the pivot to be positioned approxi-

mately at the shear center of the wing (3e% 'd, and with

the thrust line in hover through the hover cg. The cruise

cg is at 25% c.

This clearance is considered to be conservative; however,

better precision would require the use of power spectral

models and probability assessment of gust occurrence

and failures.

The cargo compartment size is 432 inches long, 104 inches

wide and 110 inches high giving a volume of 2,874 cubic

feet. This size has been used in other Air Force light

transport studies.

The major components are discussed in the following paza-

graphs.

III-
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B. Puela e and d Gear

The fuselage was sized by the cargo comartment dimensions,-

crew compartment and loading ramp arrangement. The

fairing of the aft end of the fuselage was studied to

determine the minimum length that could be faired around

a rap and door arrangement which allowed loading of

pallets and vehicles. This was a length 68'4" for the

fuselage. Afterbodies which were longer (greater
fineness ratios) were also studied for their effect on

drag, tail arm and size and the resultant effect on

gross weight. The ls r studied on tigure e ct-13.

The shortest length stisfied the loading cndition

and this produces a minimum gross weight.

The landing gear is of the tricycle a _-angmnt with

dual nose wheel and tandem wheels on each main gear.

This arrangement was selected to provide low weight,

small retracted gear volume and provide the coverage and

passes satisfactory for the intended use of the aircraft.

I
SThe sizing of a landing gear for this machine was based

Son the followinq; data, using Reference 111-1 and -2.

[ III-l1
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AMqLYSIS OF USAF TILMA MOMO AlgCa=T-
(S=215-21585) IN

GW 74,000 lb I-
Nose Tires 40 x 14 Main Tires 41 x115

NOSE WIMEL MAIN EMEOL
_ __ __ _ _ ___ -"__ -

1. Single Wheel Load (SWL) i.
___ __ * 74000 x (383-99.5)"s(F - ) 5.%M = 383 'x4

SWLN- F x SL 8 -

S3835NL =74000 (383-256.3) SW1V 13&693 ]b383 x 2SW 1363I

SWNL= 12 2 39 Jlb

2. Single Tire Contact 2.V

Area (A)

Deflection (dn) 0  = - x (41.-21.25)200 200

fi50(39.8-19.251

200 1
dn =L.137u d 4.94"

AN = 2.36 d 4 (Do-d)(W-d) A= 222 sa iD-

2.36x5.14 39.8-5.14)(14-5.14)

A½ = 212.5 sa in.

3. Contact Pressure (CP) 3.

= 139 13693
212.5 222

CpM = 57.59 Psi CPM 6 1T6 8 psi

*Symbols are defined in Figure T11-3.

111-13
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4.. contact Area Radius (R)_4

% = -kf~2.5/X =*F222 I

Rx = 8.24 m -= 8.4"

B/N = 24/8.24 DAM -47/8.4
= 2.92 zadii

= 5.60 radii

SS. SW% + FAMRO x SL 0% '
=12,239+.58X12,239 =13o693

=I

5. Coverages 5c.a

SCBR = 4 C-SRI 2.16 CDR =4 CBRI = 2.12

SaIN= 40.0 cm = 45.0

Cm R-1



I

ANALYSIS OF USAF TILT ROTIDR AIRCRAFT
(SK215-21585) ]N STOL MMnR

Max Deceleration Rate 6ft/sec2 ( .- )
-- GM 74,000 lb

Nose Tires 40 x 14 Main Tires 41 x 15

1-
NOW EML MAI "HIM

!1_z Single Wheel Load (StiL)
• GK (F-L) + &A-'•x

S74000383-256.3) +6x74000x167 MAIN WHEEL ANALYSIS FORI383 x 2 322 x 383 x 2 STOL MDD AS VERTICAL
Swig• 15,346 lb MODE UP TO COVERAGESI CA•L4U&•LION

i:•"2. Single Tire Contact-
S• Area (A)

- From Sh. 1 d =sl-5.4

AN = 212.5 sq im,

3, Contact Pressure (CP)

15346
"212.5

S4• -Contact Area , adius (R)

Frog Sh. 1 = 8.24

1BN - 2.92 radii

isuexSUL + Factorx 1

= 15,346 (1+.58)

IESNL, 24,250S11

II"1

A - - - iI II



INOSE WHEEL WHELma

5. Coverages

CBn 4 CBR1 2.95

aCBR I~6.2
RcE

J 6. Passes/Coverage Ratio 6.

I P/CNN

24+80+12.7 47+80+13
.75 x 2 x 12.7 .75x4x]3

P/CN = 6.13 =

7. Passes Calculations (P) 7I

PN = CH x P/CN - 40. x 3.59

= 6.2 x 6.13 P =143.8

PN = 38.0

Kirr-aft PassesI•x038x143.8
APN= 80xL43.8+(80-80) 38+(80-80) 38

APN= 3  = 144A

III ?
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Gear Design Gross Wt. (ib) 74,0C3

t Take-Off and Landing Node Vertical

C. CJ.R. 4%
Coverages 40

1

-Xivcraft pass~pu (6 ft/sec dacel.) 38

-9.7
CG Limits Sti. (ins) 410+175

W.L. (Lis) 219

P.L., (ins) £ Aircraft

Sink Sp-ýd (ft/sec) 12

Total Vertical Travel of Gear (ins) 13.4

Li.mit Load Factor at Gear (g) 2

" " Allowable Tire Dtflection so) 50

Ovrtytrning Jngle (d*g) 27

- "A landing gear &signed to the above criteria was analyzed

for STOL landings at a decelexation rate of 6 ft/sec2 to

determine tha number cf "aircraft passes. hs ws cal-

culated to be 38. The analyses arm prowented an the follow-

I j ing Paves.

2 h. ;%heel znd tire se,.letions are based an the comparison

shown in Figure I.' and Figure 111-5. FTiuxe 111-4 is

for a whbeIbate of 383 inches. -his is used o& Nodel 215.

I- II-18
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I

Figure ZI-5 is8 for a 432" wheelbase 'to show the effect
of wheel~base on "wheel and tire sizes as a functon of

nus:•,e of passes and coverage.
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SA unit hobrixotal tail was selected since it is lighter

than a stabilizer and elevator. A powered control wilT be

required in either case.

The "T" configuration was chosen to reduce the size of the

f vertical fin. 2be fin weight per surface area is greater

but- a mal weight advantage is anticipated.

The tail sizing is discussed under the flying qualities

section.

tf I
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The wing thickness is 21% to miniaize wing weight. The

drag divergence *Ach No. for this section at 10,000 ft
standar .- y has been mLlcutod at .im - 0.618. fte

flight Mach No. at 400 knots is 0.626. At 400 knots we

are exceeding N1 by K = ).008.

Trailing edge separation could occur; triggered by com-

pressibility and by large trailing edq& angles. This

phenaimnon would of course retduce the effectiveness of

aileron controls significantly.

"Lhis problem can be alleviated by tallring the position

of Maximim thickness (in the wing and also by the use of

vortex generators.

Phase I1 of the contract is aimed at a detailed wing and

rotor design and as such is the proper tim to assess this

problem in greater depth.

rho wing chord has been kept constant and no wing sweep is

used. O-dy a small amount of foLrvd sweep is attainable

without complicating the cross abaft and the fuel tank

installation.

Sl x=I
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I.

Taper was avoided based on previous work which showed that

I the nacelle pivot structure could be made lighter with the

gI reater depth achieved with an untapered planf,3rm. This

saving was greater than the weight penalty at the wing root

of the untapered wing. This decision will be reviewed as

part of Phase II wing design.

Fuel is carried in crash resistant self-sealing tanks in

the wing. The tanks would also be provided with a flame

suppression system.

* j The leading edge of the wing is fitted with a download

reduction device which is also intended to prevent

skittishness when hovering close t:o the ground. Simple

F trailing edge flaps are fitted wbich wh1.i fully deflectedI also serve this purpose. They are used as flaps and ailer,

during late transition and as ailerons in cruise flight.

1 -

j" -I
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E.Nacelle Arrangem~ent

nrawing SK215-21584, Figure I1I-iý shows the nacelle arrange- •

ment. A large tube is fixed to eadh win tip. Two tearintis

are located on this tube to attach the nacelle. The crone

shafting, mechanical controls, fluid lines and wireing pass-

from the wing to the nacelle through this tube so that

they are located at or near the center of rotation.

A truss structure attaches to the bearings at the pivot

and supports the transmission at the other and. The

transmission is mounted at thO ftxsard end of the truss 50 that

ý:hrough the transmission case. This prevents case deflec-

tions which would distort the transmission r-ing gears and,

bearing.

The engines are mounted in the opposite end of the nacelle.

The inlet duct has a high ram recovery configuration which

would be ,nsed in the airplane mode. An alternate air door

and filter system is fitted for use in the hover and low

spied flight regime. This prevents sand and dirt ingestion

during hover and STOL operation which can cause rapid

engine deterioration.

111- 25
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Accessories and coolers, are also shown. An exhaust deflector

is fitted to the engines to minimize the possibility of

setting fires when operating from fields with dry grass.

These deflectors retract in airplane flight and serve to

size the tail pipe to the desired area for cruise flight.

F. Engine Selection

In the power class require l for this aii-craft there are

no free turbine engines of current technology in production.

However, General Electric, Allison and Lycoming all have

developments of engines from which the required engine

could be based. The Lycoming LTC4Vl free turbine engine

was chosen since it has run as a complete engine at the

required power and 1emonstrated specific fuel consumption

that is a3 good ae that used in this study. The other

engines, when scaled to the required power, would have

very similar characteri:5tics. The selection of a specific

engine was not a major factor in the overall aircraft

preliwLý&ary design.

G. Prop Rotor

The prop rotor which will be designed in Phase II is a

hingeless or "rigid" rotor. It has a hub which provides

pitch change, both cyclic and collective. There are no

111-26
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I
mechanical hinges for flap or lag motion.

The first co.pled mode frequency (chordwise) at hover rotational

speed will be approximately .75 per rev and the second

coupled mode (flapwise) will be approximately 1.2. These

frequencies are selected to permit design of a blade with

relatively low blade root moments and stresses. Also the

first mode frequency is high enough to avoid mechanical

instability with a small amount of damping.

The blades are made of composite materials permitt'ing design

freedom to readily vary the blade stiffness and shape.

The cyclic and collective controls are contained within

the rotor propeller housing so that lubrication is provided

with a minimum number of seals and sand is excluded.

111-31
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Figtre 111-7 shows an overall study of prop/rotor diameter, VTOL

payload and gross weight. It can be seen that for a given

payload, the disc loading effect on gross weight is relatively

small in the range from 14 to 20 pounds per square foot.

Experience with low disc loading VTOL aircraft (helicopters)

has shown that in their production life the gross weight increased

about 50% as a result of additional equipment and increased

payload capabilities. For this reason the design was chosen

to have a disc loading of 14. This would mean that a disc

loading of approximately 21 would be achieved in the later

production versions.

T'.e isapact of the airplane flight, load factor on weight is
shown in Figure III-8. The sensitivity is shown to be about

2000 lb/g.

A curve of hover tip speed and gross weight is shown in Figure

111-9. The major saving in weicht with high tip speeds is in

the transmissions because of the lower torque and in the rotor

because. of a reduction in blade area. The compressibility losses

associated with high rotor tip speeds in cruise (i.e. Mach Number

etfects) as well as noise are deterrents to the higher tip speeds.

-1-I-32
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Figure £II-10 shows the gross weight change as a function of

speed. Since the aircraft has a relatively low disc loading

the power required in hover iB low while the requirement to

overcome airplane drag at high speed sizes the engines and

transmission. The power reduction with reduced speed is

reflected by the gross weight reduction.

The effect of the percent reduction in rpm from hover to

cruise is shown in Figure "II-ll. The reduction of prop/rotor

rpm at cruise is desireable in order to provide higher blade

loading. However the reduced rpm re:-ults in higher transmission

torque and therefore weight. Moreover if the speed change is

to -e accomplished without the complexity of a gear shift, the

deurgn of the power turbine and the fuel control system must be

considered. The power turbine with its hover rpm 5% above

optimum and wi:th a 30% reduction in rpm for cruise provides the

greatest realizable weight saving. Larger speed reductions

* result in increased specific fuel consumption and weight

negating the improved prop/rotor efficiency.

The Figure 111-12 shows the effect of tail area on gross weight.

The tail volume chosen is dictated by stabiliLy and flying

qualities and is discussed in Section 4.
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Since the c:ruise (dash speed) condition sizes the engine, the

_gross weight of the vehicle is extremely serwitive to parasitic

drag. This trend curve is given in Figure 111-14 for the design

4 point vehicle. In the Phase II effort t-e reduction of drag,

especially at high Mach Nos. will be a major concern -;'d high

Mach No. airfoils sections (using Pearcly's "peaky" criterion)

presently under investigation at Boeing will be evaluated.

The effect of wing loading is complicated by the unusual wing

load bearing requirements. For minimum weicit the wing span

is dictated by the rotor ra.dius and cle?-ance from the fuselage.

Thus changes in wing loading are effective chord variations. The

tilt rotar wing is tequired to carry the full rotor thrust at

the wing tips and hub moments and shears transmitted to the wing

require the use of a large wing structure box. The effect of

:Ang loading on g'oss weight as shown in Figure 111-15.

In order to prcvide visibility in selecting engines, a curve

of gross weight to a reference specific fuel consumption is

given in Figure 111-16. The Lycoming LTC4V1 is in the

SFC* of 0.42 class which is the design point marked on the curve.

The ccmabination of low disc loading and high dash speed provides

excess power for the initial version aircraft in hover. The

111-40
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data presented in Figure 111-17 gives the sensitivity of gross

weight to the dash speed requirement. As the aircraft matures

in production, the gross weight (and payload) will increase. This

requires a larger increase in power to maintain the same hover

performance than is required to maintain the same dash speed.

Therefore, as the aircraft grows it will approach a power mat.,h

at vertical and horizontal flight conditions. This curve

demonstrates that in order to provide a power match at the prop/

rotor diameter selected the dash speed would have to be reduced

to 270 kt (TAS) at 10000 ft standard.

The download allowance (T/W = 1.043) and hover maneuver margin

(1.o15g) used in the design of Model 215 are discussed in detail
4 1

1 in Section IV. In order to provide insight into the weight

penalty incurred by increased maneuver load factor capability

or download wEight sensitivit% data is shown in Figure 111-18.

J• • The effect of cruise efficiency on the design gross weig-•t is

shown in Figure III-19. This reflects the importance of accurate

cruise efficiency prediction.

I U1I1-44
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SECTION IV

MISSION PERFORMANCE

1. SUMMARY

The performance task of the tilt/rotor configuration is one

of design compromise between the two flight modes of hover

and cruise flight. The design end points of hover time, alti-

tude, temperature and weight coiipled with the high speed

cruise conditions define a particular vehicle.

For the baseline configuration with a dash speed of 400 knots

(TAS) at 10,000 ft.,standard,and hover requirements at 2,500

ft.,93 the emphasis of the design is weighted heavily on the

cruise condition. This does not mean that hover problems can

be neglected since small increments of hover download or rotor

efficiency cause aizeable increases in the design gross weight.

In this section of the report, the performance for the trans-

port mission, the rescue mission, and the alternate transport

mission are discussed. Then the methodology used for hover

and cruise is discussed. Transitional performance and STOL

take-off are discussed as applicable to the mission performance.

j
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2. TRhNSPORT MISSION

Aircraft sizing and performance for the transport mission

shown in Figure IV-l has been estimated by using the V/STOL

Aircraft Sizing and Performance Computer Program (VASCOMP II),

Reference IV-1. The baseline Model 215 ccnfiguration (GK =

67,000 lbs.) described in Section III was sized to fly the

primary transport mission. The mission performance ftue re-

quireuents are given in Table IV-I and the mission time

history is plotted in Figure IV-2. The design gross weight

of this aircraft is 67,000 lbs and 10,224 lb_. of fuel are

required to fly the basic transport mission with a payload

of five tons. The total mission time is 1.7 hours.

A. Rover

The hover -erformance for the transport

mission is shown in Figure IV-3. These

calculation are based on a download of

4.3% of the hover gross weight, zan alti-

tude of 2,500 feet at 930 and rotors

sized to provide a net thrust load factor

of 1.15 in hover before the stall flutter

rotor limit is reached. Rotor limitsp

load factor and download are discussed

in the following sections on hover

methodology. The hover-RPM for this

condition is 295.

IV-2
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STAL V-1

- B~ASELIN co" GUR&?ION TPaNýpo MI-SSION

T.O. Gross WT - 67,000 lbs. (5% Fuel Allowance)

Segment Altitude Tap OF Range Mean Fuel Mean
(FQ N.M. Airspeed (lbs) Spec

TAS (fts) Used Range
(End of
Segment)

Wars Up-Taxi 0.0 Std. Day 0.0 0.0 220 N.A.
T.O o and Rover 2,500 93 0.0 0.0N.A

Climb 2,500 to Std. Day 6.85 210 559 N.A.
10,000

Cruise 10,000 Std. Dp.y 150.0 350 2,856 0.0623
Cruise 0.0 Std. Day 250.0 300 4,622 0.0566
S i Hovcr Land 2,500 930 250.0 0.0 4,794 N.A.
-.change Payload 2,500 930 250.0 0.0 4,794 N.A.

Wars Up-Taxi 0.0 Std. Day 250.0 0.0 5,015 N.A.
T.O. and Rover 2,500 930 250.0 0.0 5.101 N.A.
Cruise 0n-9) Std. Day 350.0 300 6,848 0.0573
Climb 0-0 to Std. Day 356.7 206 7,102 N.A.

10,000

Cruise 10,000 Std. Day 500.0 350 9,295 0.0654

Mission Fuel Required 9,295 Lbs.

10% Reserve Fuel 929 Lbs.

IV-4
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I

The selection of the number of engines is influenced

markedly by the hover performance with an enagine out.

The requirements for engine out conditions are that

the aircraft will have sufficient power to convert to

the cruise mode or return safely to the ground. The power

available at maximum power setting on standard and 930

"days for three of four engines operating and for one of

two engines operating is compared with power required in

Figures IV-3 and 4. At the design mission requirement of

2,500' 930, it is shown that the two engines one of which

is inoperative, the hover requirements cannot, be met at

take-off or mid-mission gross weight. With a four engines

c',nfiguration, all hover conditions for both the transport

and the rescue missions can be met with three engines opera-

ting at less than max. power. This consideration is a major

I factor in the decision to provide a four engine (two per pod)

aircraft.

The hover performance of the rotors fox the transport air-

craft is given in Figures IV-5 and IV-6 and indicates a peak

figure of merit of 71.8% at the design thrust coefficient of

0.0718 (0.009175 in rotor notation). It should be emphasized

that this hover performance level is compromised to provide

IIV-6
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an optimum trade-off with cruise efficiency

and thus minimize the gross weight of the air-

craft. A major task in the Phase II of this
work will be to expand this optimization tic

systematically include stress, weight and dyr-

namics limitations. Further developments in

high Mach number blade sections currently under
investigation at Boeing can also be incorpoated

at that time.

B. Transition

The preliminary design of the transport configuration

is primarily considered at the end points of the

flight envelope (hover and cruise). A constraint on

the design is the maintenance of an acceptable transi-

tion corridor. Such performance is estimated in level

flight and accelerated transition characteristics as

shown in Figure IV-7. The accelerated transition

shown is ccapleted in 24 seconds from hover to 180

knots with an average acceleration of 0.4g. In the

early stages of transition, the umbrella flaps are

open to minimize download due to prop/rotor downwash.

The umbrella flaps are kept open up to a velocity of

approximately 50 fps in order to provide a wing

spoiler action. This is to ensure that both wing

lower aurfaces unstall at tha same time (when the

"umbrella is closed).

7IV-17
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The transitional data presented in this section is

based on wind tunnel test data of an unpowered

model, Reference VI-3 and preliminary data from the

13 ft. Dia. Model 215 isolated rotor tests conducted

at ONERA this year. Typical transition rotor per-

formance characteristics are given at a propeller

advance ratio (J) of 0.4 "1 Figure IV-8.

C. Climb

The transport mission requires normal rated power

climbs with all engines operating at cruise rpm in

standard day conditions. As shown iL Figure IV-9,

this aircraft will climb at rates greater than

3,500 feet per minute under these coraditions. The

maximum rate of climb at sea level for a 67,000 lb
aircraft is 4,561 ft/minute and the indicated

service ceiling is 26,000 ft. This performance is

calculated using standard airplane methodology.

Performance of the aircraft under engine-out con-

ditions is shown in Figures IV-10 and IV-11

IA

IV-13
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D. Cruise and Dash

"The cruise and dash performance or the flight

vehicle are critical for two basic reasons.

First, the dash speed requirement of 400 knots

sizes the engines and installed horsepower.

Secondly, the cruise performaace dictates the pay-

load-range qualities of the aircraft and as such

defines it productivity. These considerations require

the design emphasis to be placed in the airplane mode

to derive the lightest gross weight.

The particular problem areas are the minimization of

airplane parasite drag and the maximization of prop/

rotor efficiency. These requirements are constrained

by the weight and stress constraints of wing design

where a thick sectioned low aspect ratio wing (21%

thickness ratio ==4 AR = 5.2) has been selected based

on the requirement to maintain a sufficiently low

I stall speed to provide an adequate transition corridor

with a simple flap system.

The baseline transpcrt configuration (GW = 67,000 lb)

power required and ýniv-lable curves are shoun in

Figures IV-12 and IV-13. These calculations are based

on the airplane drag data given in Section Vi and
engine performance calculated as described later in
this section.

IV-18
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It can be noted in Figure IV-13 that at the higher

altitudes the power available lines for all power

settings (allowable turbine temperatures) coincide.

This is due to a primary gas generator rpm limit

and is a function of the particular engine cycle

chosen for this study.

1• The prop/rotor cruise efficiency performance used in

this study is given in Figure IV-14 and the increase

is effi iency with reduced rotational speed is shown

in Figul IV-15. The cruise flight prop/rotor RPM

is 207 r 3.,ed to 76% of the hover value. The

sensitivity studies discussed indicate.

that this reduction ratio is optimum from a minimum

gross weight stand point since the increase in cruise

efficiency with decreased RPM significantly reduces

advance ratio and Mach number effects. The methodology

used to calculate propeller efficiency is discussed

later in this section of this report.

The intersection of the available and required power

lines provide the locus of the maximum steady level

flight envelope. These data are given in Figures IV-16 -4

through IV-18 for full power and engine out cases. The

impact on cruise velocity of the flat rated transmission

is apparent up to 10,000 ft. The maximum velocity lines

for all power settings above 10,000 ft. are coincident

-4i
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and are the result of the primary gas generator

rpm limit previously mentioned.

As shown in Figure IV-17, the selection of a four-
engine uonfiguration enables the 350 kt, 10,60V ft,

ard 300 kt. sea level transport mission reqnirement

to be performet at less than MCTL power with one

engine inoperative. The two-engine aircrkfk would

provide a 275 kt. 10,000 ft. cruise or 263 kt. tea

level cruise zt M• power with one engine out.

E. Specific Range

Specific ranges are presented in Figure .ZV-19 for a

range of cperational gross weights and altitudes. The

maximum endurance data for the 67,000 pound vezlcle is

also presented.

The ferry range of this aircraft is 26,000 mnilea with

an overload (STOL) take-off gross weight of 74,000 lb.

I-
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3. RESCUE MISSION

the transport 
mission in so far that no design 

ocapromiswas have

been made to accoamuodate 
this reqjuirement. 

The rescue mission

described 
in Section III 

is euch that the initial and final cruise

l e g d i s t a n c e s a r e l e f t t o b e, d e t e r m i n e d. 
-

Two configurations 
have beet; 

considered 
for the rescue role. Firdt,

aconverted transport 
VTOL rescue aircraft 

with a take-off 
gross weight 

'

ot 67,000 
lb m3d secondly, 

an overloaded 
converted 

transport 
wit T.O.

gross weight of 74,000 lb. For the latter, a STOL take-off is

required although 
VTEOL capability 

is available 
at mission 

aid-point

and landing.

is given in Table IV-2 and shows a range of 642 NIL The take off

gross weight of 741)00 
14 cornresponding 

to the overload 
transport

aircraft 
is capable of 1000 SM. range as indicated 

in Table IW-3.

The possibility 
of using a smaller fuselage 

for the rescue aircraft

was suggested 
however in view of the acceptable 

performance 
of the

overloaded 
transport. 

This refinemnt 
wa s considered 

unnecessary.

A. Overload Gross Weig'-ht STOL Take-Off 
for Rescue Mission

in order to f ly the rescue missio 
ntake-off must be made

at an overload 
gross weight of 74,000 lb. Since this is

greater than the hover gross weight at 2,000 ft/Awk hot day,

a rolling take-off must be made. These results are shown

plotted in carpet form in Figure IV-20. The minimum 
take-off

speed of 38 fps and nacelle 
incidence 

of 75 degrees.

IV-29



TABLE IV-2 RESCUE MISSION WITH VTOL TAKEOFF

jT.O. GW = 67,000 5% Fuel Allowance

H SEGMENT ALT.(FT) TEMP. RANGE AISPEED FUEL USED

-
i Warm up &

STaxi (.033) 0 SD0 0 220

T.O.(VTOL)
Hover(.05) 2000 ANA HOT 0 0 310.0

Climb to 20000 ANA HOT 48.0 240 1382.

Cruise 20,000 ANA HOT 117 360 2345.7

Cruise 3000 XNA HOT 317 350 5978

Climb to 7000 ANA HOT 321 210 6101

Loiter 7000 AM HOT 321 100 8091

Hover 6000 ANA HOT 321 0 9206

Pick up
1200 lb 6000 ANA HOT 321 0 9206

Hover 6000 ANA HOT 321 0 10324

Cruise 3000 ANA HOT 521 350 13785

Climb to 10000 ANA HOT 526 206 13960

SCruise 10,000 ANA HOT 642 400 15963

1 iMISSION FUEL 15963
RESERVE 1596

TOTAL 17559

310

I i V-3o
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TABLE IV-3

OVELOAD CONFIGURATION RESCUE MISSION

STOL TAKE-OFF

T.O. GROSS WEIGHT 78,000 LBS. (5% FUEL ALLOW.)

Segment Alt. Temp. Range Mean Air- fuel Spec
(FT.) OF N.M. speed Used Range

T.O. STOL 2,000 ANA Dot 0 - 307 VA

Climb To 20000 AMA Hot 75.0 259 1,706 NA

Cruise 20,000 ANA Hot 300 360 5,066 .0670

Cruise 3,000 ANA Hot 495 350 8,656 .0543

Climb To 7,000 ANA Hot 500 216 8,817 NA

Loiter 7,000 ANA Hot 500 100.0 11,067 NA

Hover 6,000 ANA Hot 500 0 12,307 NA

iange
Payload 6,000 ANA Hot 500 0 12,307 NA

Hover 6,000 ANA Hot 500 0 13,572 HA

Cruise 3,000 ANA Hot 700 350 17,204 .055

Climb To 10,000 ANA Hot 706.9 210 17,424 WA

Cruise 10,000 ANA Hot 1,000 400 22,534 .0573

Mission Fuel - 22,534

Reserve Fuil - 22,534

TOTAL FUEL -24,787.4

IV-31
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The large optimum nacelle incidence is

primarily due t. the fact that the tilt-

rotor aircraft derives most of it3 lift

from the rotors. This results in a strong

trade-off between lift and longitudinal ac-

celeration as nacelle incidence is varied.

At low nacelle incidence, the acceleration is

large but a higher speed is required for lift-

off. At high incidence, the reverse is true.

Since take-off distance increases with lift-off

speed (specifically, optimum lift-off speed) but

is inversely proportional to the acceleration

there will be a minimum in take-off distance at

some intermediate nacelle incidence.

The program used for computing take-off performance

is based on a two degree-of-freedom trajectory analy-

sis of the take-off. Equations of motion in the

horizontal and vertical directions have been formed

with the forces on the airframe defined as functions

of velocity. The resulting equations thus comprise

a set of simultaneous second-order differential

equations which can be solved to give time-histories

of accelerations, velocities, and distanses travelled

in the horizontal and vertical directio:,s. The forces

IV-33



on the airframe are computed from the thrust

of the rotors and the power-off lift drag

characteristics of the aircraft. Inclined

2 1disc momentum theory has been used to give

the rotor performance. The STOL analysis

I has four modes of operation: the first

simulates a rolling take-off, the second,

a helicopter-type take-off, the third simu-

"lates an engine failure during a helicopter-

type take-off, and the fourth simulates an

accelerate-stop maneuver in the helicopter

Smode. In all of these modes except the ac-

celerate stop mode, the take-off maneuver is

assumed to consist of two segments; a ground run
or pre-rotation segment, and an air run or past-

F rotation segment. The ground run is terminated

!n ~at some rotation, or lift-off speed, entered as an

input;or computed,based on some critical speed

-1 requirement (such as stall speed or an engine-

out climb requirement). In the accelerate-stop

mode, the loss of an engine is assumed at the

* rotation speed and the aircraft is then rotated

into a nose-up attitude for deceleration to a

stop. During the ground run segment in all modes,
the attitude of the aircraft can be limited by

fuselage pitch angle or the height of the nose

wheel above the ground or both.

i IV-34
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4. AL2d1T TRASPORT MISSION

The baseline configuration performance has been computed over

the alternate transport mission discussed in Section 111. The

objective of these calculations was to assess the-"sensitivity

of mission radius an mid-point hover time in terms of payload.

The general ground rules used in the primary missio-n calcula-

tions have been applied and the assumption made that changes

in payload are taken up by fuel (and additional tankage where

necessary).

14
These calculations were also made using VASCOMP II. The re-

sults are given in Figure IV-21. It will be noted that the

mission radiusfor the five ton payload and two rinute mid-

point hover time is in excess of 250 N.M. (Primary Mission

Radius). This is due to the more favorable specific range

obtained at 10,000 ft. altitude sinw.e the mission does not

call for a sea level dash as does the primary transport

mission. The data obtained gives a trade-off of radius to

mid-point hover-ti ratio of 2.899 NK/Xin at the design

payload of five tons.
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5. HOVER PERFORMANCE M1"ODOLOGY

In general for VTOL configurations, the hover condition is

critical since a deficiency in hover thrust for a particular

installed power reduces the payload or mission fuel carried.

Further when a matched configuration is considered (equal power

for hover and cruise at dash speed), the impact of hovering

efficiency on horsepower required and hence on gross weight is

large. This situation is not the case of the Model 215 config-

uration which has a diameter of 55 feet and a dash speed of 400 kt.

The impact of hover efficiency is less critical since the power

to cruise at 400 knots exceeds the hover power required. The

gross weight of the aircraft is still affected by the required

maneuver load factor and download since the rotor solidity, and

hence the cruise efficiency,is dependent uzn these parameters.

This section of the report gives the methods used to treat these

problem areas and shows correlation of the performance prediction

with experiment.

A. Download and Hover Maneuver Load Factor

The wing download technology is based on results of a test

program of the Model 160 wing under a CH-47B rotor which

was conducted on the Wright-Pattersor Air Force Base whirl

tower. Simple theoretical methods have been used to

extrapolate this data to the present configuration. From

IV-37



simple consideration3 of swept wing area, uniform inflow

theory and the drag of a flat plate normal to a free stream,

it is possible to derive an expression for the download

thrust to weight ratio as:

:- ! T / W I ./2 K 2

Where: C/D is the wing chord/diameter ratio
Cf/C is the % chord of the flap

CX is the nondimensional blade cut out

I CDv is the drag coefficient of a flat plate
(Hoerner gives CD = 1.17)

and K is a constant dependent on the ratio of
the induced velocity in the plane of the
wing compared with that at infinity.

Deriving K from the 160 tests and calc-alating the T/N

for 30% chord flaps, the result shown in Figure IV-22

is obtained. The use of 15% umbrella flaps as also included

A. in the Model 160 tests provides a 2.6% reduction in T/W.

This reduction has been included in the baseline configur-

' 1 .ation. The tunbrella flap provides a reduction in hover
i •download and can also be used as a wing spoiler in low

velocity transitional flight to minimize download in

I transition. This effect will be studied in detail during

I i Phase II as an integral part of wing design.

r I
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The net thrust &rnewrer load factor used to size the rotor

solidity for the design of the baseline aircraft is 1.15.

This 15%-marqin (in excess of tke download T/W of 1.043)

is considered to be the service fliqht envelope rotor limit

l.oau factor and is chosen from operational experience with

heliopters in both training and combat conditions. In

Saddition, this thrust margin is well in excess of the 5% net

thrust margin reqaired by the flying qualities criteria for

"level 1" flying qualities. This 1.15 load factor is con-

zidered to be the service flight envelope limit load factor

for this aircraft.

B. Hov-er Sta 1 Flutter Imrin

The activity t.actor zr solidity of prop/rotors is sized to

provide an adequate stall flutter margin. For the USAF

Tilt Rotor aircraft (Modul 215) the stall flutter margin was

iefined as the ability to achieve a maneuver load factor

of 1.15 and overrcme the down1c-a- at design take-off gross

weight of 67,000 lb at aa alt.-'tude 4f 25NO ft, 930. The

rotor speed was assumed to be the normal hcre-7 -alue.

Sixc the c-currence of stall flutter is fatique damaging

an. does not prodL a limit ---or loads this stall flutter

bou•a•axy is assum-d to be the limit of the service flight

enve •ope.
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Stall flutter is un aeroelastic phenomenon which involves

uncoupled blade torsion (twisting) deflections and blade

pitch changes due to control system flexibility. The

dynamic system consisting of the blade and controls

torsional spring, blade pitch inertia; blade structural j
damping and controls damping is excited by aerodynamic

stalling. As the blade stalls at high thrust coefficient

the aerodynamic center of the blade moves aft and cai'ses

the blade to twist such as to unstall. This phenomenon

would not be of such a magnitude as to cause a load

problem but as stalling occurs the aerodynamic pitch

moment damping beccames nega-ive. With negative damping

the twisting due to stall overshoots and rebounds to

cause worse stall. This effect oscillates and causes

cycles of fatigue loads.

The technology to tre' stall flutter has been developed

for the helicopter using empirical factors from rotor

testing combined with analyses and oscillating airfoil

testing. This rotor technology is much mor'. mature than

the equivalent propeller technology since the problem has

been more limiting for the he'icopter. Figure IV-23

* illustrates the criteria utilized which relates the rotor

XV-41:1
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thrust coefficient to the structural stiffness required

of the blade and control system. For the designs discussed

in this report a waximum rotor thrust coefficient-solidity

ratio of 0.127 was used which required a blade and control

system stiffness consistent with contemporary design

practice as reflected in the rotor system weight trend

curves,

C. Prop/Rotor Hover Performance

Hov--r performance was computed using the "Explicit

Vortex Influence Technique" (EVIT) described in Refer-

ence VI-7 and IV-I. This method has provided good

[ correlation with test data in hover for Ais type of

prop/rotor. The Model 160 rotor tests at the Air

Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory in February, 196n

reported in Reference IV-2 show this correlation,

Figure IV-24. Further examples of methodology sub-

t stantiation are given in Figures IV-25 to I-27.

This data ranges from the very low disc loading CH-47B

rotor to the high disc loading H•wilton Standard pro-

peller test data. In all cas"s the dtivxition between

data and theory is less than the measurement accuracy

of the experimental points indicated by scatter.
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S~The rotor airfoil sections used in this preliminary

S' design study were helicopter blade high Mach number

sections designed at Beoing, Reference IV-3. These

low camber sections have the advantage of co.',-ining

good high Mach number behavior with low pitching moment,

S~an impcrtant consideration on rotor blades since the

.I

-- • 1 stall flutter tendency is not agravated by these sections.
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6. CRUISE PERFORMANCE METHODOLOGY

The methodology available at Boeing-Vertol for the calculation

of cruise propeller efficiency consists of two computerized

analyses. Firat, the EVIT program previously mentioned in

the hover methodology section which trails the vortex sheet

in a regular helix and computes the induced velocity distri-

bution in the plane of thu disc. Compressibility effects are

included in the airfoil data decks. The second method is the

well know Theodorsen tec.mique (also known as the Curtiss-Wright

Strip Analysis) where circulation functions are used to determine

induced velocities. Both of these methods use airfoil data

interpolated from a wide range of sectional data available.

For this study the EVIT program was used to predict cruise

prop/rotor performance. Experimental correlations to substantiate

the predicted levels of performance using the EVIT analysis are

shown in Figures IV-28 and IV-29. In previous studies the

Theodorsen technique has been found to be in. close agreement

with EVIT.

The Curtiss-Wright Strip analysis has teen used for many years

as a cruise propeller design tool and played an important role

in the aerodynamic design of Curtiss propell,?rs such as C130

and Constellation propellers.
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Test data at high forward flight Mach No. (0.65) obtained in

the ONERA Sl Wind Tunnel shows a marked decrease in propulsive

efficiency not predicted by either the EVIT program or the Curtiss

Wright Strip Analysis. Under these flight conditions the boundary

of thL propeller wake is determined by the predominant forward

fli-ht velocity and hence, the calculation of induced velocity

is not likely to be a source of large error. The local profile

drag coefficient tables used in the calculations are based on

wind tunnel test data and as such reflect the experimental

airfoil behavior at high Mach No. In view of the difficulty

in understanding the apparent discrepancy an investigation is

currently in hand to reevaluate the test data presented since

it is knownthat the spinner tares become dominant as tunnel

Mach No. increases. The test results of this study will soon

be available at which time it is hoped that this problem will

be resolved. Since this has not yet resolved, the effect

of cruise efficiency on design gross weight is shown in Figure

III-19.
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7. ENGINE PERFORMANCE METHODOLOGY

The engine cycle data used in sizing aircraft and in the computation

of performance is given in Figures IV-30 to IV-33. The data is

provided in a "referred" format based on the maximum static

sea level horsepower (SHPA).

The cycle data is based on projected 1972 engine technology. The

assumptions made in generating this data were as follows.

1. Inlet ram recovery 60%

2. Pressure losses 1.5%

3. AccessoryPower 1.0% SHP*

"The inlet momentum drag and engine nozzle thrust are included

ik. the available power of the engine. A constant propulsive

"efficiency of 80% is assummed in converting the thrust/drag

to an incremental horsepower. The magnitude of this increment

is of the order of ±3% of the engine shaft horsepower available.

The engine limits used were as follows.

NT
= 0.982 primary turbine rpm limit

SNeI

= 1.23 power turbine rpu-l-imit
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The turbine trmperatures corresponding to the various power

settings are.

NRP T = 2520OR
* MIL T = 2565OR

MAX T = 2685OR

I

I

I-

r,

I

I
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SECTION V
AIRCRAFT WEIGHT AND BALANCE

1. SUMMARY

The weight of Model 215 was derived in this preliminary design

study by using the "V/STOL Aircraft Sizing and Performance

Computer Program" (VASCOMP), a program developed for NASA

Ames Research Center. This program utilizes the weight esti-

mating methods developed by the BoeinS Company, Vertol Division.

The weight trends are adjusted for 1972 Technology. Verification

of these weights are provided in this section.

During Phase II of this contract, an in-depth system design

of the prop/rotor aircraft will be prepared. Particular

emphasis will be placed on detail analyses of the wing,

engine pod, prop/rotor and associated controls; the weights

will be reexamined then.

A summary of the design conditions studied in Phase I is

presented in Table V-1. Table V-2 is a group breakdown of the

Basic Design Gross Weight. Table V-3 shows the derivation

iof the Fzs-ue Version of Model 215 from the Basic Model 215 Vehicle.

Center of gravity, payload limitations, balance calculations,

moments of inertia and Group Weight Statement, AN-9103-D,

toether with a supplement to the "Dimensional and Structural

Data" are also presented in this section.
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TABLE V-i

SUMMARY OF MODEL 215 DESIGN WEIGHTS

Weiqgbt-Pounds

Weight Empty 45,861

Minimum Flying Weight 47,798

Design Gross Weight 67,000

Maximum Design Gross Weight - S•OL 74,000

Landing Gross Weight 68,888

Maximum Overload Gross Weight

Rescue Gross Weight (642 N. Mi. Range) 67,000

Rescue Gross Weight (1000 N. Mi. Range ) 74,000

Ferry Gross Weight (2600 N. Mi. Range) 81,250
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TABLE V-2

MODEL 215 WEIGHT BREA1WO1N
BY MAJOR GROUPS FOR BASIC DESIGN

GROSS WEIGNT

Weight - Pounds

Wing 4,945
Tail 1,219

Horizontal Tail 66?

Vertical Tail 552

Body 6,477

Structure 5,463

Cargo Loading System 980

Landing Gear 2,546

Flight Controls 5,399

Cockpit 145

Rotor Upper 2,367

Rotor Hydraulic 836
I

Conventional Aircraft 871

Tilt Mechanism 1,005

Stability Augmentation System 175
*i

Engine Section 1,505

Propulsion 17,856

Engines 2,543

Air Induction 308

Exhaust 390

Lubricating 30

V-3
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Weight - Pounds

Propulsion (Continued)

Fuel System 1,636

C(.-Itrols 90

Starting 195

Prop/Rotor 5,455

Drive System 7,20D

Auxiliary Power Plant 200

Instruments and Navigation 300

Hydraulics and Pneumatics 335

Electrical 1,248

Elc.itronics 1,093

Armament 50

FPunirlings a:,d Equipment 1,812

Accommodations for Personnel 699

Miscellaneous Equipment 125

Furnishings 865

Emergency Equipment 123

Air 'Conditioninq & Anti-Icing 394

Air Conditioning 255

Anti-Icing 139

Auxiliary Gear 24

Contigency 458

I --Weight Empty 45,861

Crew (3) 645

_ _-V-4
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Fuel 10,304

Usable 1C, 224

Unusable so

0il 190

Engine 180Trapped 0i

Cargo 10,000

Design Gross Weight 67,000 lbs-

Usableie, 22

Unusale 8

11 190

Oil I



TABLE V -3

GROSS WEIGHT DERIVATION

FOR RESCUE VERSION OF

MODEL 215

Weight Pounds

Design Gross Weight of Transport 67,000

Remove:

Fuel -10,224

Payload -10,000

Crew (3) - 645

Operating Gross Weight of Transport 46,131

Remove:
Transport Electronics -1,093

Cargo Load System - 9[0
Troop Seats and Pkov. - 434

Base Weight fcr Deriving Rescue Version 43,624

Siounications 224
S•Elec. Countermeas 55

Grd. Fire Detect 14

Night operation Equip. 338

Radio Navigation Aids 184

identif. & Beacon 142
Self-Contained Nav'g. 214

.Terrain Avoidance 256

Loud Railer t P.A. Sys. 107

Shelves and Supts. 38
'V-I
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Table V-3 (Continued)

Weight - Pounds

Armament 1,139

Active Defense Prov. 289

Passive Defense 850

Spmmnition 5.56MM, 6000 RD 220

Guns 5.56MM (2) 70

Mission Equipment 480

Load Handling Gear 105

Rescue Gross WT. Less Fuel and Aux. Tanks 48,285 ibs.

Design Gross Overload GrosWeight "'TLweight- -STOL

Pounds Pounds

Gross Weight Less Fuel
and Auxiliary Fuel Tank: 48,285 48,285

Basic Fuel 10,224 10,224

Auxillary Fuel 8,016 14,616
Aux. Fuel Tanks 475 875

Rescue Gross Weight 67,000 74,000 I j
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22. CENTER OF GRAVITY AND BALANCE CALCULATIONS

The centers of gravity for the various design and alternate

%_ross weights are summarized in Table V-4. Detail balance

calculations are included in Tables V-5, 6 and 7.

Studies show that the range between forward and aft center of

gravity limits on a typical transport aircraft is five percent

of the cargo compartment length. This is equivalent to approxi-

mately 15% of MAC for the Model 215 aircraft. To prcvide a

greater loading flexibility the range of allowable center of

gravity limits has been increased to 6.7% of cargo compartment

length.

'The wing has been located so that the Design Gross Weight center

of gravity in forward flight is at 25% MAC. The forward flight

center of gravity range has been chosen to be from 13% to 33% MAC.

The engine pod pivot point is located at 38% !'*C, so that the

center line of vertical thrust passes through the center of

Sgravity in the vertical flight condition. The center of gravity

range for hover are 30.5% to 45.5% MAC and are limited by prop/

- rotor blade stresses.

V-8
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Reference data for th,, center- of gravity calcula-

'Cions arer

1. Horizontal arms are given as fuselage

stations.

2. Verltical arms are given as water lines.

3. Fuselage station 0 is 200 inches forward

ef the forward cargo compartment bulkhe;.kd.

4. Water line 0 is 100 inches below the

Largo floor.

Leading edge of MAC is fuselage

station 352.

6. Length of MAC is 153".

7. Engine pod pivot point is: Puselage

station 410, water line 228.

-2z
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S.&TC . PACE N0.

CI t C • 1 S T . .Z" V R T H 3 .

OAlT. WODZL NO.

TA"IZ V -5
Model 215 BALANCE CALCULATIONS ror
Weight -RLty amd Darign Gro'•m Weight

-~ [ STIUMNS
I i tM t ZONTAL %SF TICALR o t or L -o u p ..

Rotors -28 4 ,-00 -, ,_ _
Rotp or .n pin er 1200 - 2 8,M 'O& ? 2J 45,_o0

S Rotor Gr oup 5510 297.5 " 2639,18 228 1,256,280

wi a GrZ.01:2 4993 410 2,04 ,13 228 1,138,404

Tail Group -I _

Horizontal 714 886 632,604 360 257,040
Vertical 552 817 4 4,98 -286 157 872

Tail "Ztoup 1266 855.9 1,_83,5Q 3 .5 327.7 4 4,2

Body Grqop 5518 435 170 938,060

Nose_514 143 i3,503 90 46,26)
M a i n..0 5 7 5 5 5 1 ,1 4 1 , 6 3 3 9 0 1 8 5 ,1 3 0
ig 2571 472.6 1,215,13 90 231,390

Flight Controls __

EoMI XTE 47 140 1 20,587 55 8,055
i .ne • cJtL lat i " 380 23 167,20 . 6 21,800

sasf 
1'7 ]90 • '33, 6Sc , 65 11 .,5 o05

~ el .,38 305 6728,641 228 376,656
T I N • M le a ll. 

.IV I 4 1 0 4 1 6 , 1 .5 ( X 3 8 2 4 1 , 5 7 0

:C nti s I n g 500 439 209,50 ( 225 1

F 'ixg ht contr -ols :5453 
3 .8 1,839,8 10 2 4. , 1 :b

! Dri.e Sec tion 353-W 536,5 60 223 i8,

"FM 2568 .l. 418 1, 073,42C 6 5 9 008

sine ,installati on 102813 43928 06 2_1,766 1

,N

'..1 sý• , 652 • -40----- i 8 674 ,016 228 _ _ 376 ,656
-T r U IM ss o n s - 7 0 0- 0 3 3 9 "2,3 7 30 0 0 [2 1 7 1 • 91 9 0 0 •

Dri te almt:.-.i 
28 410 

1 S5,620 2L8 
"42-i•

Drive .S" tem t28 
341. 8 '2,488,620 J 217.4 1 ,5B3,29 tA U . P o w e r P l a n ~t : 2 0 3 5 1U 14 o3 4 2 • 2 0 8 4 2 , 2 ," zn txo~ z~ at~ n306 

130 1, 3 '9,780 .163 49,87 1



P*CP&REO IY. PACE NO.

CHtCKED SY. *trott NO.

DATE. MODEL NO.

TABLE VSContinuu•)
Model 215 BALANCE CALCULATIONS For
Weight Empty and Design Gross Weight

ITE WEI T STATIONS

ITM HORIZONTAL VERTICAL

ARM MOMENT ARM MOUeNT
Hydraulics & Pneu.

body _ _31 685 _ __5
Eng. Pods nY 430 208
Kiu 415 - ' 211

Bydraulics & Pneuo. 341 17__275 66,713

Electrical |i
SBody 50. 245 208,250 157 133,450
Eng. Pods -180 418 75,240 203 36,540
Wing 232 398 92,336 225 52,200

Electrical 1,262 375.826 222,190

Electronics 1,107 185 204,795 155 171,585

Armament so 149 7,419 146 7F,300

fwnis*. & EquipMnt 1,822 365 665,030 129 35,03a

Ai~r Cond. 6 Dc-mIce________
Air Cond-Bod 260 285 74.100 159
De-Ice-Bodv 1.83 840 69.720 316
De-Ice-oWinq 59 354 20Q8P6 225Air Co=. & De-Ice 402 _ 164.706 go 843

Auxiliary• Gear 26 579 15,074 133 3,458

S iCaro Load.ng 981 442 4337'02 101 99,081

Weignt 15pt5y 384.21 17,620,519 200 9,168,820
S• I F d Useful Load

crew 45 160 103,200 160 103,200
Trap Liq. -90 409 36.810 228 20,520
Eng. oil T80 410 73,800 208 37,440

FixeF Useful Load 9_ 5 213,810 161,160

iruel 10,224 408 4,171,392 228 2.331,072

cargo '0,000 416 4,160,000 130 1,300,000

Gross e1gft-Hcrzonta- 67,00 390.53 26,165,712 193.4 12,961,052
> A Mom-Vert. 1,1_459 i,655.399

__Groas W__ hq-Ft --vrt_____ 67,000 410.46 27,500,661 218.2 14.61i6.451

G WV12
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PR•PARtD mY. PAGE NO.

CHECK[D E YK RC0ftT NO.

DATE, MODEL XO.

TABLE V-6

Model 215 BALANCE CALCULATIONS For
Alternate Gross Weight Conditions

STAT IONS
n TEM WE I T 47,7H9 I Z4. TAL , 234.VERT ICAL

Weight Empt.-Horiz. Flight 45,861 384.2 17.620,576 100.0 9,165,944
Crew 645l160.0 1 2 03,200 160 103,200
Tra[ Lia. 90 409 2 36,810,7229 20,520Oil 180 410 73,800 208 37,440

10% Fuel 1,022 408 417,139 228 1 23,17

anoin.Pyinq WT-Horiz. Flight 47,798 381.8 18,251,525 200.0 9,560,201
A Moment =,334,959 1,655,399

ding Gross WT-Vert.Flignt 47,798 "409.8 19,586,484 234.E 11,215,6003

..eWsign•W. -Hortz. Flight i67,600 390.5 26,165,762 193.4 12,958,1761
+7 W# Payload 1000 416 2,912,000 130 910,0001

•ax. D.G.W. - Horiz. Flight !74,000 392.9 29,077,778 187.4 13,868,176i

Cax. D.G.W. - Horiz. Plight 174,00 29,677,778 -3,868,176
Le-ss 5U% Fuel -5,112 408 f-2-,085,696 22b 1-1,665,536i

tanding Gross WT-Boriz.

lright b-1093.•B -. 1b,96.,082 I= 12,207,640
A Moment i1 l334,95_9 1,655,399

Landing Gross WT-Vert. F4igh 3 68,89F-11177 28,3271041 201.2-13,858,039'
U -.G.W. Tr-ansport 67,000 26,165,'621 !12-961,052

Less:
fuel -10224 -4,171,392 i-2,331,072
Payload -I00 4,160.000 -,0,0
Crew (3) -645 -103,200 -103,20(
Electronics -1093 1- 196,740 -174,88(
Cargo Load Svs. - 980 - 426,300 -98,00(
Troop $eats&Prov. -434 - 156,240 r-56,420

Add:
S•-Electronics 11572- 282,960 251,520

' Crew (5) 1075 225,750 161,2501
SA-ament 1139 367,897 193,6301

Lo5at -Hand Gfe-ar 105 4 5,t675- 10,500

> Mission Equ-p-m-e-n-Y 48Uf 201,-600 7/5;3601
> ud• £CJ0 2 4,1 1,92 2 Z8 ,i331,0!721

SFuel-Add in win /17b 408- 2,927',808J 228 1,636,128•
T -a 3n--" i -ng 4-4 409 11711*40U 228 98,040
J~ue1-A]U-xo . 1 840 i40 342,720] 114 1 95,760]
TanX Aux. 45 408 18,360i 114 5,130' =
Guns Ammo -- -290 0 1 , 0 i 03 , 0 1-

• ,,,V-13



RErPASD 01. pWL I.

CHE[CKED vY. REP"T NO.

* DATE. ufI[L IS

TABL, V-6 (Continued)
Model 215 BALANCE CALCULATIONS For

Alternate Groxs Weight Conditions

_____ ..___ ___ STATIONS

:TEr WEIG6T HMIZafAL VMICA.

Rescue 67,000 Thrust Horiz' 7 5.49 2,R27,3I5ý -

A Moment "_ _,334-959 1,655,39

Rescue 67,000 Thrust Vert. 67'000 405.4 27,162,310 230.5 15, *.46606

Rescue 67,000 D.G.W. 67,000 25,827,351 13,790,67

Add:
£- Fuel Aux. 6665 51 2,692,800 114 152,40I A Tank Aux. 400 4F0 163,,200 114 45,60

Rescue 74,NO. Tjru-xst-Horiz 7 U-,00 31757.51 2,683,351 197.1 14,5U8,67

tt

C I: _t 7_) t V_14
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PREPAR[ MY. PAGE NO.

CECKED By. REPONT No.

DATE. y*ODEL NO.

TABLE V - 7 Pivot @ Fuselage Sta. 410.

- .-. Pivot BALANCE CALCULATIONS Waterline 228
For About Pivot Point

~Pi:vot-Enie_____________________

STATIONS
ITEN WE !• HOR I ZONTAL VERTICAL

A WAC'ENT A"M M•,IWN

Thrust Line Horizontal 22,4 -67.4) -(T,495,179]-. (160,220)

Rotors ,310 -1 594,720 0 0
Transmissions 7,000 -71 -497,000 -l.. -77__0__
Engines 2,568 +8 , 20,544 -22 -56.496
Enqin2 lnstallation 1,027 +13 .13351 . -22 -22.4Rotor Spinner 200 -126 25,200 0 0
Nacelles 1,520 -57 -86,640 -5 -7,600
U ppe Conrools _ _ 2,389 -101 -241,289 0 0
yrauics 845 -101 - 85,345 0 0

Tilt Mechani sm 1,015 0 0 +.0 +i0,50
Engine Oil0 I80 0 -20 -3,60n.
Bydraulics 60 +8 480 -22 -1,320
Electrical 80 +8 +640 -d2 -1,760

Thrust Line Vertical (22,194) t-7.3) (-160,220) (+67. ) (+1,495•i 9

Momn- ChaZnge .. _ _I,334,959 +i,655,399

,-1

____ ____ ____ ___ _ L i __

_ _ _ _ _ iz -



3. CARGO CENTER OF GRAVITY LIMITATIONS

In order to maintain a center of gravity within the center of

gravity limits, payload loading restrictions must be established.

The centroid of the payload for a most forward and most aft

airplane center of gravity at various payload weights have been

calculated and plotted on Figure V-1. Both horizontal and

vertical flight have been considered and the composite limitations

are shown.

4. SENSITIVITY OF DESIGN GROSS WEIGHT AND DESIGN RANGE TO FIXED

E=UIPMENT WEIGHTS

Sensitivity studies ccrnducted for this aircraft apply mainly to

performance and sizing and are discussed in Section III of this

document. Exceptions to this are Figures V-2A and B.

Figure V-2A demonstrates the effect of weight variation on the

basic mission range, maintaining the design gross weight ot

67,000 pounds.

Figure V-2B demonstrates the effect of variation of weight on
the gross weight, maintaining the bazic mission and performance

Scapability.

1V1I
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5. MOMENTS OF INERTIA

The Moments of Inertia af the aircraft at the various design

gross weight conditions are summarized in Table V-8. The najor

component moments of inertia are broken down into wing and con-

tents, body and contents, engine pods, fuel and payload in

Table V-9 to provide a flexibility for relocation of the components

iZ necessary.

'I 1

1 4
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A Group Weight Statement, AR-9103-D, is provi-jed. A supplement
to tthe wDimesional and Structural Data" is included to clarify

idata used to obtain these weights.
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SNAML __ -~ -WEIGHT EMPTYRMOR _ _IlDATh. _REPORT

I WING GROUP 4)5 J
.2 CE14TER SECTIO)N - BASIC STRUCTUREj

_ i__ERMEDIATE PANEL -A34C STRUCTULE
12 UTER AEL iASICSTRUCTURE (INCL. TIPS LS.)

ST6 SECONDARY STRUCTURE (___C_. _NGFOLD ___CHAI LS)
17 AILERONS (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT L___
4 FUS LA-E TSAItI tG EDGE'• : 9_ .....- LEADING EDGE

31 SLOAS

S2 SPEED ARAKES

141

is STABILIZER - A$c STRUCTURE_ -

•- PI___ NS- B STRUCTURE (INCL. DORSAL_ LOS.)_ _
±- is SECONDARY STRUCTURE (STANl. & FINS)

• •" ELEVATOR OHMC. BALANCE WEIGHT LlSS. -

_ __RUDDERS (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT__
21 aarizontal 667•i 22 vertical 552

S~-i-'-iba-"- Grim.- 6,477
•" "25 BOOMS - BASIC STRUCTURE

__- "_____.... .. ___ - FLOATucs ,_I

32 Carao Load• Syst~em 985

i~i 3 Nain - %' "2037

4 Flht CONTROLS GROUP 53WATER

~7 ! , OCPtT COINTROLS I .. 14S
AUTOMATIC PILOT (SAS) I-,75 t

_4% R.OtOr -_' 3203
i SO Conwentional = 871. Tilt - 1.005 , _7 _

51 EN GINE SECTION OR NACELLE GROUP 1505
52 INBOARD I_---
s3 CENTER
54 OUTBOARD 1355
5S OOG sPANELS& . 150 '

- I -57 TOTAL (TO BE BROUGHT FORWARD) 2V2091
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AN-9 103-fl STAEA P AGE_______
NAME __ Olt"____1 MODEL_______

DATE_________ WRIGHT EMPTY REPORT_______

IPROPULSI-GON VZUU M

3 kl lNSTACLATION 24

- j ACCSSOY GEMR BOXES & DRIVE ____

'-SUERCMAGWtS (FOR TURBO TYPES)
AlX)iSt 0 SYSTEM39

7 AR ISUTIO SYSTEM39
II COOLING SYSTEM

la LURIAIN SS 30

12 COOLIN INSALLATION ____
13 DUCTS. P..3ME G, ETC._____ _____________

14 FUEL SYSTEM __ _______1636

5S TANKS-PROTEC-TED r____
1__ INWROTZCTED f____
is WATER INJECTIO SYSTEM ____

20 STARTI .. SYSTEM _____ 95

- 1 2i PROPELLIR INSTALLATMO 5455____
22-_-rivesyavsern 7209

23 _ _ _ __

24 AUXILIARY P0MER PLANT GROUP 200
25 lIfStRUMETS &. NAWiGATIONAL EGUIFMENT GROUP - 00
26 IITDCtAUUtC &. PNEUMATIC GROaW 335--1
27_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1-

29 ELCRCLRI _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1-248
30 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

32 ELE-CTRONICS GROUFP _________________ ___1093

33 EQUIPMENXT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 791
34 INSTALLATiONi _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1 302
35 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _150

36 ARMAMtENT GROUP WIa... GUNFIRE PROTECTON Las.) _ _____ 1812 -

37 FW0RNSHkNS QIPMEN-T GROUP ____ 699 ___

31 ACC(~iN66iTIONS FOR PENSONEL 125
39 MISCELLANEOUS EQUIfPMEN 8__5

00__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 123 -

41 _ ENERGENCY E=~PEN9T
i2 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _394

43 AIR COSSITICISI a. £INflCM EQUIPMET GROUI 255

45 __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ __

V7POOPPU GROUPW_ _ _ _ _ _

51 CATiAPULiNGi GEAR __________________ ____

52 ATO-GEAR A__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-- Contingency -- --- -458__________ __

St. TOT7AL FROM PG.? 2__ ______ _ 22091'
51 VEIGNI EOPTY 4____________
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t A.. .. GROUP WEGHT STATUENT PAGE
""•-: USEFUL LOAD & GRO$s WEI'UHT MODEL

DATE _ _ REPORT

1 LOAD CONDITIOD _

3 CRE (N . 7  
____L ____ _ _ _ _

4 PASSENGERS (Mo. )
5 FUEL ..... _ _ _, _ _ _ _ _ _

6 UNUSABLE H__ _

_ ____ ___....

7 INTERNAL _____ __ ____ 10224 _ ___ __________

10 CExfRNAL

12 BOMB BA"
13

14 OIL 190
15 TRAPPED 10
16 ENGIE 180

18 FUEL TANKS (LOCATiO)
19 VATZR'INJECTION FLUID ( CALF_ ------ .... _ _

2 ,'AAGGAGE ---..
22 CARGO 710, OO ,.
23

24 A2MAMT _,•_ ---

25 UN Fig.or Flow. CO --- __ __ _ _

S~27

-- . __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __,______ _ __ _ _-,._ __ _ _ _

32 MMU-ITION ---. ,

: 35

39 DISTALLATXOWS (_KM. TORPEDO, ROCKET. ETC.) --- _-

04 30MB Olt TORPED RACKS_____
41 ._,++42 __ I__
43 _ _._ _._ _...

z - - --

46 EQUIPMENT
47 PYROTECIS_ ___

48 PHOTOGRAPHIC .

#50 OXYGEN _ _ _

51 ..

52 -MISCELLANEOUS- _ ___

.5 UJSEFUL LOAD ,_ 21,139
,4 WEIGHT EMPTY 45j861 _.. . ...
57 'aOýS WEIGHT 67.DO0 _
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AN-9103-D PRU AEGTSTATEJN PAGE ____-_.....

______GROUP__MOT_ MOVES.
DIMENSIONAL & STRUCTUAL DATA -P_____

D)ATE REPORT___+___

I LE-GTH. OVERALL (FT.) HEIGHT - OVERALL - STATIC (FT.)

.E .. CT _____ • _ ___ ____-5.4 Vi-Pjri - M.iAX-. (FT.) a1 .7.
-5 V'IDTH OW LX (FT.) Q R I" •.

6 WETTED AREA (SO. FT.) 2280__
*7 FLOAT OR HULL SDL - M AX (LBS.. .. ........ ..

S MUELAGE VOLUME (CUI. FT.) _____________ TOTAL ____

1111011 T1. t t % ,Tal.

0 GRMOSS AREA. '%. FT.) - -3 27 . 141
11 WEIGHT/GROS AREA (L3$./SC. FT.) M_ 5.9 2.7 3.9
1z SPAN (FT.) 65.8 .ii2.0L 11.',5
13 FOLDED SPAN (FT.) ----
14

-SWEEPtACK -.AT 25% CHORD LINE (DECREE..
16 - AT % CHORD LINE (DEGREIE) -

f17 THEORETICAL ROOT CHORD - LE4GTM (..ES) 153_ 113 193
IS .MAX.THC.ITIESS IcrM ! 32_ 17.2 30.1
1I9 CHORD AT PLANFOaM BIARE - LENGTH (DICH " 153
2 MAX. THICKNESS (INCHE 1 S),r

•21 THEORETICAL TIP CHORD- L•NGTH (ItiCI[S) 15 8 I 11518 i
2.2MAX.THIC (INCHES) 1 32 2.0 17.4"
23 DORSAL AREA, INCLUDED IN (F)S.SL) HUL (V. TAIL) AREA (S FT.)
"-24 TAIL. LEGTH. 25MAC WiG TO 2W MACH. TAIL (FT.) 38.8 _"

25 AREAS,(S. F) 10. , ... ..U
26LoWI Cea~se Szeft Stall*- ____ ______

X ALIGCTING GEAR (LOCATIOM Iain NoseI 1-4

31 LUNGTH - OLIO UXTENDED .i AXLE TO i TISUWON (.IN230 40 ...

32 OLEO TRAVEL FULL EXTENDED TO FULL COLLAPS_ (DiNck 8.4" 8.4
33 FLOAT OR KI STRUT LEGM ( ) ---M) --

34 ARRESTING HOOK LENGTH .- HOOK TUWJM D TO V HON POINT (MMlES)
35 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CQPACITY (GALL) __ _

36 FUEL & LU.SE SYSTEMS et+ TIa•si W& Te fool--00•-"d
37 F.I. m,... Ue 12 1_575__------ --'--

39 - -
40_.___,,,_ _ _ _ ---5 +

___ ___ ___ _____ I .... ___"_ - - .- i -

41 i. FLYINGHT____ 1T .49 H 1 ZiauWRMWT ZR WN UE -

51 am.FLYINGW1106T 2 2 47,791.$2 L•T AIRPLAE LADN SWMG SKED (FT/S) R -----

55 WING LIFT ASSUIMED FOR LANDIG DESIG COdIITON (010
54 STALL SPEED - LAMMIN CONIMGUATION - POUR OFF (DNoTS)

56 PRESsuRED CAVA .-ULT. f0 PMESMURE DIFFEEMMIAL. - FLIGHT (P.S.1.) n-4
5'-- - .. 1
if AiRFRAME WEMGT (AS DEFINED I AN-V-t) LMW

:L~b*. C1 9"e SAM @ 64 IbS.cit ft."rllL ipae

gWIC ft_____V-7*"Tw=.m woi
-o ., m____ o r-



TABLE V - 11

STRUCTUAL AND DZSIGN DATA

USED FOR WFIGHT ESTIMATION

GEOMETRIC DATA WING

Weight Prediction Value

Length of MAC, Inches 153

I Area - Gross - Ft. 2  838

- Area - Exposed - Ft. 655

Span - Gross - Ft. 65.75

Span - Exposed (One Side) Ft. 25.8

SSpan - Structural - Exposed 25.8
(One Side) Ft.

- Aspect katio ' 5.16

ITaper Raio 1.0

Root Chord - Aircraft - Ft. 12.75

Root Chord - Exposed Area - Ft. 12.75

Tip Chord -Ft. 12.75

Root Chord Thickness Ratio .21

Tip Chord Thickness Ratio .21

Root Chord Thickness, Gross iýrea - Ft. 2.68

Root Chord Thickness, Exposed Area - Ft. 2.68

Tip Chord Thickness - Ft. 2.64

i Torque Bo:: Area, Gross, Ft. 2  314
I Torque 13ox Area, Exposed, Ft. 2  264

I S~v-28
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GEOMETRIC DATA WING (Continued)

eiht_ Prediction iie

SLeading Edge Area, Exposed, Ft. 2  99 ,!

2

Trailing Edlge Area, Exposed, Ft, 2 296

Ailerons Area Ft. 2  58"

Trailing Edge Flaps iC"ý'pe: Area, Ft. 2 ) 1

Leading Edge Sweep Angle - Degrees 0

25% Chord Sweep Angle - Degrees 0

HORIZONTAL TAIL

Length of MAC - Inches 98
2

Area, Gross - Ft. 257

Area, Exposed, Ft. 233

Span, Gross, Ft. 32

Span, Exposed (One Side) Ft. 15

Span, Structural, Gross, Ft. 32

Span, Structural, Exposed, (One Side) Ft. 15

Aspect Ratio 4.0

Taper Ratio 0.7

Root Chord. Gross Area, Ft. 9.5

Root Chord, Exposed Area, Ft. 9.15

Tip Chord,Ft. 6.66

Root Chord Thickness Ratio .15

Tip Chord Thickness Ratio .15

Root Chord Thickness, Gross, Area, Ft. 1.43
4

Root Chord Thickness, Exposed, Area, Ft. 1.37

V-29
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HO0IZO1WnL TAIL (Continued)

weight Prediction Value

Tip Chord Thickness, Ft. 1.0

----Elevator (14-vale Surface) Area, Ft.2 68.7

Tail Moment Am•, 254 Wing NW, to 25%Horizontal Tail MAC Ft. 38.83

VIMIA TAIL
SNuxmer of Surfaces 1

Length of- MC Inches 153

Area, Gross, Ft. 2  141

Area, Exposed, Ft. 141

Gross, Ft. 11.42

E9posedt Ft. 11.42

_ g $,,Structural, Grdos, Ft. 11.42

-SVn, Structural, Exposed, Ft. 11.421-soc Rto089
Root Chord, Gross Area, Ft. 16.08

.IRoot Chord, E&posed Area, Ft. 16.0O

Ti, Ch-vd, F%. 9.65

Atoot Chord Thickness Ratio .15

-Tip Chord Thickness Ratio .15

v-30
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VERTICAL TAIL (Continued)

Weight Predidtion Vaiuei-

Root Chord Thickness, Gross Area, Ft. 2.51

Root Chord Thickness, 2xposed Area, Ft. 2.51

Tip Chord Thickness, Ft. 1.45

Tail Moment Arm, 25% Wing MAC, to 25% Vert.
Tail MAC, Ft. 31.42

Location of Horizontal Tail, Dietance
From Root Chord, Ft. 11.5

FUSELAGE

Overall Length, Ft. 68.33

Overall Width, Ft. 9.7

Overall Height, Ft. 11.5

Basic Structure Length, Ft. 63.0

Basic Structure Width, Ft. 9.7

Basic Structure Height, Ft. 11. 5

Wetted Area (Total - Ft.2 2700

Pressurized Volume (PSI Differential Ft. ) 0

LANDING GEAR

Type Tricycle

Main Gear Tandem
Nose Gear Dual

C.B.R. 4

Number of Main Gear Wheels 2/Side

* Number of Nose Gear Wheels 2

Sink Speed,, Ft./Sec. 12

V3
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PROPULSION

Weight Prediction Value

rumber of Engines 4

Engine Type Turbo-Shaft

Power Per Engine 5297
SNacelle Type Tilting

S~Fuel System
S• ! Tanks

-•:Number/Location. 12/Wing

SCapacity - Gals. 1,573

Type/Material S/S .50 Cal.

'-Lubricating system

Nuxber 0

Capacity- Gals. 0
-q- i"Coolers

Dr-Ive, System

Design Horsepower 21186

Propellet/Rotor RPM 206/Cruise,

Engine RPM 6920 Cruise

V-32



ROTORS

Weight Prediction Value

Type Hingeleas

Design Horsepower - Cruise/Hover 7580/5860

Tip Speed Ft./Sec.- Cruise/Hover 595/850

Blade Radius Yt. 27.5

Blade Chord Ft. 2.65

Number of Bladi- 3

Blade Area Ft.' 72.82

Solidity .092

Point of Blade Attachment, Distance from
Centerline of Hub to Blade Attachment, Ft. 2.0625

V-3-3
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70 WEIGHT ESTIMATION SUBSTANTILTIONt

The detailed methodology used to derive the conponent Weights for

Model 215 are presented in this section.

As previously mentioned, the weights were determined tbrough

VASCOMP. Further verification of these weights will be accompli-

shed during in-depth system design studies in Phases II and IV

of this contract.

The weights are based on a 1972 state-of-the-art and reflect the

consideration of advanced materials and advanced drive system

technology.

It has been assumed that the a..erall weight of the wing, tail

and body can be reduced by 12.5% and the nacelle can be reduced

by 9.0% from 1969 Technology.

An "in-house" survey of previous advanced material studies

has been conducted and the results of weight savings have been

suitnarized in Table V-12.
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A. Prop/Rotors

Weights as derived by VASCOMP are based on the

emperical equation shown below. The constant,

13.5, reflects the utilization of a titanium hub

and fibre-glass blades.

WR =13.5 (K)0.67
!w

K = o0.25[.] 0.5

Where:

WR = Weight of One Rotor

P = Center Line of Rotation to Blade
Attachement Ft. = 2.063

XpR Horsepower/ Rotor = 10593xl.i

fVTL = Design Tip Speed Ft/Sec.= 850x1.i

j- = Solidity = 0.092

R Radius Ft. = 27.5

- A = Disc Area Ft. 2 = 2375

I-

Total Rotor Weight

PI*tors 2627,5 x 2 - 5,255

54551

V-36
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B. w

The esperical equation shown below is the basis for

the ve.:ght as derived by VASCNMP. It has been as-

sumed that, since the wing will be designed by the

vertical flight conditions rather than forward flight

conditions, the constant of 220 is increased by 25%

to 275. 0.585Mw - c (K)

Where:

Ww - Weight of Wing
Rm - Relief Term -0.89

WX Body Contents. Weit Lb. =26,576

Sw - Gross Platform Area of Wing Ft. 2 = 83

| b -Wizw Span - 66.4

B - Max Fuselage Width - 9.7

- Taper Ratio - 1.0

j KR - t/c at Wing Root - 0.21

N -Ultimate Load Factor a 4.5

VD - Dive Velocity kts.= 414

AR - Aspect Ratio = 5.26

I j V-38
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I Ww = 50'/7

1972 Mterial Factor (Less 12.5%) -632

Add Pod Attachment Fittings +500

Total Wing 4eight 4,945#I

-C. Horizontal Tail

The weight of the horizontal tail was derived from

the following equation. Sinceaunit tail is used, the

weight can be further reduced. This weight saving

has ntt 6been incorporated here-

WHT 360 (1)054

•_•V-� rv-IJiiL36 1 + 2 a

VrT -Weiht of Horizontal Tal 2

- Planform Area Ft. =258.6
VD -Dive SW-.d KXTS.- 414
TMA -Tail Moment Arm Ft. - 38.8

t -Root Thickneas Ft.- 1.4
SG - Design Gross Weight Lbs.- 67,000

Ky - Pitch Radius of Gyration Ft. m 10.8

bH m Span Ft. - 32.2

- Taper Ratio = 0.7

Horizontal Tail Weight - 762

S1972 Material
I

Factor (Less 12.5%) 9!-

TOT'AL HORU(*TAL TAIL 667

I i V-40
i I
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D. Vertical Tail

The VASCOMP weights ware derived from the following

equation:

3= 80 (K) 0 5 4

K IF+ a Fn ~S, r Lo 2V

Svv
'K7  I 1+ 2 V

Where:

NT = Weight of Vertical Tail
a - Distance From Horizontal Tail to Rootof Vertical Tail Ft=13.0j• = Span 

Ft=-13.0

Sv = Area Ft:•141

jI VD = Dive Speed kta=414
TMA = Tail Moment Armt Ft =31.4
t = Tickness at Root Ft =2.04
SJg = Design Gross Weight lbs=67,000
K- Yaw Radius of Gyration Ft=23.3

by = Span 
Ft=13.

"- = Taper Ratio = 0.6

V-42
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I>.

-i Vertical Tail Weight - 623

1972 Material
1 IFactor (Less 12.51) - -77

'AYZAL VErCAL TAIL - 546 Lbs.

E. Bod

Weights as derived by VASCOMP were obtained through the

equation shown below. It will be noted on the trend curve,

Figure V-7 that the weight is slightly higher than those

of other transport aircraft. Previous studies on bodies in this

class indicate this trend.

WB C (M)0.508:z C o~s0.2
-0.7 sf F 2. . .

x XB L + P~g WN .
10 _ L L~[o N

I Where:

WB = Weight of Body

C Lonstant 128

Wx Body and Contents Weight lb 2 6, 5 7 6

Sf = Wetted Area of Body Ft 2=-2,280

-I B = Maximum Body Width Ft=9.7

Lf - Body Length-tBasic t 6 3 . 0

V-44
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LRW = Length of Ramp Well Ft =20,7

VD = Dive Speed kts=- 414

p = Limit Differential Cabin Pressure psi- 0

N = Ultimate Load Factor 4.5

I

I
WB Body Weight - 6280

1972 Material
Factor (-12.5%) - 783

5497tbs.
TcYI!AL BOD~Y WEIGHT i

ADD: 463 L Cargo Loading System 980
CABIN (860)

Side Rails 94

I1
Roller Trays 151

Rollers & Shafts 78

Pallet Locks 140

Master Lock Control 8

Winch 300

Crash Net 89

V-45
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RAMP (120)

Side Rails 34

Roller Trays 55

Rollers and Shafts 29
Teeter Rollers 3

TOTAL BODY 6,477 Lbs.

i F. Landin.j Gear

S~The weight of the landing gear has been based on 3.8% of

Design Gross Weight. This includes wheels, brakes, tire

tube, struts, linkages, retracting mechanism and pods.

No penalty has been assigned for rough field STOL take-off.

Therefore, the weight reflected here is for STOL take-offs

from semi-prepared (e.g. landing mats) and paved runways.

The basic design criteria are a sink speed of 12 feet per

second, .-nd C1R = 4.

Table V-13 is a tabulation of V/STOL landing gear weights

in per cent of gross weight and it shows that STOL aircraft

typically have a higher weight landing gear than primarily

I VTOL aircraft. Further reduction in landing gear weight

can be realized through use of better high strength materials. A
These reductions have not been incorporated at the time.

I
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SMOARY OF
LANDING GEAR WEIGHT

PERCENT OF GROSS WEIGHT

FOR

V/STOL AIRCRtAP

Helicopters Airplane

G.W. G.W.
CH-46A 3.1 Bell XV-3 3.1

CH-46D 2.8 XC142A 3.2
CH-46E 3.1 Bell 266 3.6

CH-47 3.4

CH-47C 3.3 *DeHavalland

CH-3C 3.4 DHC-5 4.2

CH-53A 2.9 *Brequet.941S 4.5

CH-54 4.7 *Defavalland
I CH-54A 4.7 DBC 5.4

I 107-2 3.1 *C130 4.1

A AE-56A 3.6 *C123 4.3
SHH-52A 5.9 *Rough Field Requirements

I HUP-2 3.2

UH-34D 3.7

SE-3A 4.2

H-21C 3.6
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G. Flight Controls

Flight controls include all controls for Propeller/Rotor,

cockpit, conventional airplane controls, tilt mechanism and

the stability augmentation system. The values used for K

are a result of previous studies.

Cockpit Controls
WG " 0.41

Wcc = cc 10---00i
cc = 26. 145

Rotor Upper Controls
WUC z KUC WR

_C= 0.45, WR = Weight of 2,367
Rotors

Rotor Hydraulics 0WH=KH WR -1 0.84
W iH0 ' 0

K 30. 836

Conventional Airplane Controls

WCA = K 1WG
K 0.013 871KCA

Tilt Mechanismw = F.
TM = M WG 1005

KTM= 0.015

Stability Augmentation System 175

TOTAL FLIGHT CONTROLS 5,399
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Drive System

The weight of the drive system includes gear boxes,

cross shafting, lubrication, etc. The constant in the

equation, 220, reflects a 15% reduction due to advanced

drive system technology wherein a bending stress of

40,000 psi, and a Hertz stress of 180,000 psi for

spur helical gear teeth and 260,000 psi for spiral and

bevel gear teeth is anticipated using VASCO x2 modified

vacuum welt alloy steel.

Present designs use SAE 9310 carbonized steel with a

bending stress of 30,000-34,000 psi and a Hertz stress of

150,000-160,000 psi for spur and helical gears and

1• 225,000-250,000 psi for spiral and bevel gears.

i* I
The equation used by VASCOMP is0.8

WDSW C -K;

S- •H. .Total

#RPX Rotor

Where:

C. = Constant = 220

"" Total = Total Horsepower - 21,186

SRPM=Rotor = Rotor Design RPM = 295I

Total Drive System Weight = 7,209 Lbs.
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Engines

The engines considered are discussed in Section TII.

The weights are based on .116 pounds per horsepower.

I

J. Engine Installation

VASCOMP dotermines the weight of the F-igine installation

in terms of percent of engine weight. Enjine installation

includes air induction, exhaust, Lt-nling, lu'.ricating,

water injuection, and engine controls.

P eviou studies on engine installation of this type in-

- dicate this factor to average 40%.

SThe estimated breakdown of this is:

Air Induction 308

Exhaust 390

I Lubricating 34

I Controls 90

I Starting 195

I

I
1 7-52
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K. Fuel System

The fuel system for this aircraft consists of crash-

restraint self-seziling tanks (protected from .50

caliber gun fire', pumps, plumbing, etc. The basis

for the weight in this study is on a pouitd per gallun

j value.

• i
WFS It/Gal x 1573 = 1,573

Inf light Re-6
fueling _63

TOTAL FUEL SYSTEM = 1,636

L. Nacelke Stru:ture and Fairing

VASCOMP detei-mines the weight of the nacelle on a per

c,.n't of engine weight basis. Previous studies on this

type of install,,tior indicate the nacelle weight to be

65% of the engine weight.

Wn= .65 (2,543) 1,653

1972 Material
Factor (9.0%) -148

TOTAL NACELLE WEIGHT I1,5051

V-5-
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M. Fixed Equipment

The fixed equipment weights are listed in Table VI and

are based on estimated systems. The hydre.ulic and

electrical groups were based on a percentage af gross

weight, as shown, and broken into sub-groups as an esti-

mate only.

I
I
I"

i:
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TABLE V-14

TABULATION OF FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHTS FOR MODEL 215

Auxiliary Power Plant 200.0

Engine 91.0

Eng. Supports 5.0

Air Induction 5.0II
Exhaust System 5.2

Lube System 2.0

Fuel System 8.0

Controls 8.7

Starting System 56.4

Insul. and Blankets 18.7

Instruments & Navigation 300.0

Flight Ind XMTR Instl. 46.4

Altimeter (2) 3.6 3.6

Airspeed (2) 2.0 2.0

Vert Speed (2) 3.2 3.2

Height Ind. (2) 4.6 4.6 >6

V-55
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V I
Instruments & Navigation (Continued)

Flig Intmd XwTR Instl 46.4

Compass - Nag. .7 .6 1.3

Free Air Temp. .8 .3 .1 1.2

Eng. & Flap Poe. (2) 2.2 .1 .9 3.2

Rudd. a Ailer Net ,4 1.6 2.0

SLand. Gr. Pos. 1.0 .9 2.0 3.9

SClock-Mech. 1.1 1.1I Stall Warning (2) 3.6 3.0 3.8 10.4

Pitot Static 9.9 9.9

I Propulsion 221.4

Fuel - Quantity 1.3 30.0 53.6 85.1
Flow 4.8 4.5 20.1 29.4

.Engine-Turbine RPM 3.1 2 8 5.1 11.0
Inlet-Temp. (2) 2.3 16.0 ]8.3
Torque (2) 3.2 7.5 10.7

Total Torque (2) 2.3 2.3 4.6

Engine Oil-Press 1.8 4.0 10.4 16.2
Temp (2) 1.5 .8 2.6 4.9

XMSN Oil Press 1.8 7.6 10.0 19.4

Temp 1.8 2.8 10.0 14.6
"I Level .3 1.0 3.4 4.7

Propeller RPM .8 .7 1.0 2.5

Miscellaneous 32.2

Hydraulic Press. (3) .7 6.1 3.3 10.0

Master Caution .5 5.0 5.5

, Caution Panel 3.6 2.3 5.9

Ice Detector 6.2 6.2

De-Ico & Anti-Ice 3.0 3.0

Nose Trim (2) .4 .4

Oxygen antity .9 .3 1.

4 .V-56
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HYDRAULICS 0.5% GW = .005 (67, 000) 335-0

Estimated Weights

Pump Motor 10.0

Reservoirs 12.0

Filters 7.0

Press. Reg. 2,,,0

Transfer Valve 16.0

Shut-Off Valve 2.0

Emergency Valve 9.0

WG. Trtns. 1.0

Grnd. Test Ftg. 3.0

Controls 13.0

Plumbing 165.0

Fluid 42.0'

Sprports 53.0

ELECTRICAL 1.9% GV =0.019 (67,000) 1248

Est•imated Weights

A.C. S te 784

Gen f4) 180

C.S.D. unitz (4) 120

Transformer (2) 24

Super Panels (3) 7

Pw•. Monitor 3

Main C/B Paneli (5) 15
C/B Panels 1
Wiring & Plugs & Misc. 384

50
Supports
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D.C. System 464

Battery 50

Battery Chg. 12

D.C. C.B. Pnls & Diodes (2) 1

Battery Relay 1

Sw. & J-Box 18

Wiring & Plugs & Mi'sc. 292

Lights & Signals 60

Supports 30

ELECTRONICS 1093.0

Ccumunications 105.2

HF-SSB-VHF-FM 42.5

UHF-AM 10.0

VHF-Am 10.0

Inter Con 14.5

P.A. 10.0

7IYF (Aims) 18.2

I
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Navigation Radar 421.6

D.I.L.S. 100.0

Tacan 22.0

Radar Alt. 15.0

UHF/ADF 11.6

TLS with VOR 6.1

Station Keep 50.0

SLF-MF/ADF 11.6

Multi-Mode Rad 188.0

Back-Up Head Ref. 17.3

C__omputing 236.4

Air Data Comp. 3.4

Aerial. Del. 100.0
Aids 133.C

Crash Recorder 28.0
to

Avionics Instl. 301.8

SAntennas £5.8I 6 .
Radomes 35.0

Wiring & Plugs 164.6

Supports 36.4

V-59
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ARMAMENT 50.0

Provisions for Armor Plate 50.0

FURNISHINGS & EQUIPMENT 1812

Personnel Accom. 699.0

Pilot & Co-Pilot 70.0

Seats (2) 23.0

Seat Belts (2) 6.0

Harness & Reel (2) 11.0

Adjust Mech. 6.0

3 Tracks a Supts. 24.0

Crew Chiaf 19.0

Seat 11.0
-I

Seat Belt 3.0

Harness & Reel 3.0

- Tracks & Supt. 2.0

T[•o-i s (60) 434.0

Seats 200.0

Belts 64.0

Tracks & Supts. 170.0

SMisc. Pers. Ar4%=. 75.0

Litter Instl. 71.0

Relief Tube 4.0

Oxygen System 1:11.0
Lox Cony. 25ý0

Fixed Prov. 71.0

Prov. Rech arging 5.0

V-60
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FURMISHIGS & EQUIPMENT (Continued)

Misc. ]ýZe~ 125.0

Windshield Wiper & Wacher

Instr. Boards 17.0

Consoles 18.0

Overhead Consoles 10.0

Tie-Down Fittings 51.0

Furnishings 865.0

Soundproofing 865.0

ICockpit 50.0

Cabin Forward 125.0

Cabin, Propeller Plane 110.0

Cabin Aft 465.0

Ramp 115.0

Emergency Equipment 123.0

Fire Extg. 55.0

Controls 9.0

Plumbing 14.0

Wiring & Instl. 10.0

Eng. Fire Det. 7.0

APU Fire Det. 1.0

Cockpit Fire Extg. 6.0

Cabin Fire Extg. 16.0

First Aid ait 3.0
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AIR CONDITIONING & DE-ICING 394.0

Air Conditioning 255.0

A/C Unit 103.0

Dacting 78.0

Plumbing 34.0

- Controls 14.0

Supports 26.0

De-Icing 139.0

Wing & Tail 57.0

Airlines & Hoses 39,0

Distribution 3.0

Controls 8.0
Electrical 4.0

Supports 3.0

Air Inductiun 58.0

Ducting 20.0

Plumbing 18.0

Controls 8.0

Electrical 6.0

I Supports 6.0

Prop & Spinner 18.0

Controls 8.0

Electrical 10.0

Canopy & Windshield 6.0
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AUXILIARY GEAR 24..0

A/C Handling

Tie-Downa 5.0

Jacking 0.0 -.

Towing 3 •0

Hoisting 8.0
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SECTION VI

FLYING QUALITIES

1. SUMMARY

A preliminary design evaluation of the transport configuration

tilt rotor aircraft has been made which shows the need for

stability augmentation. There appears to be no unusual in-

herently difficult flying qualities problems. It is suggested

that most of the control and the stability augmentation for

this aircraft be provided by rotor controls so that rotor blade

load alleviation can be included. Vibration level of the present

design is estimated to reach a maximum of 0.11 g at t•e helicopter

end of transition.

I
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2. CRITERIA

Flying qualities criteria to be applied to USAF

TiLt Rotor aircraft design will be MIL-F-008785A

(USAF) for flight at speeds above VCON and the

USAF-Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory proposed

V/STOL flying qualities criteria, Reference VT-1,

- •with speeds up to and including VCON. For this

effort VCON is defined as that airspeed at which

a load factor of 1.2 can be achieved with the wing

flaps retracted and with no lift produced by the

rotors. It is assumed that all approaches to landings

will be made in the transition flight mode with the

V/STOL criteria applicable. The aircraft has been

assumed to be of Class II (heavy utility/search and

rescue or assault transport) and has been evaluated

for Category B flight phases.

Vibration criteria of MIL-H8501A indicates that 0.15 g

at the number of blades per rev frequency shall not be

exceeded at speeds below cruise speed. The present

design will comply with chis criterion but a more

stringent criterion is believed necessary. Ground

handling and ground resonance stability will be as

defined in Reference VI-I or MIL-H8501A.

1'!
i Vt-2
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3 .~0 INTEGRATED LOAD ALLEvVLATXON AND FLIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEM

Recent developmernts in flight control systems have shown

the advantages of compromising the stability augmentation

system to reduce structural fatigue loads. The Load Al-

leviation by Modal Suppression CLAMS) system developed by

Boeing for the B-52H is the production example of such a

system. This concept is of considerable value -Zor the

hingeless rotored tilt rotor aircraft since the first

bending mode rotor blade stresses are easily suppressed in

all flight modes by rotor cyclic pitch control. Such a

Load Alleviation by Rotor Modal Suppression (LARMS) system

i •is assumed to be used on the USAF Tilt Rotor Model 215 air-

craft.

- As presently conceived, the LARMS system will provide

U feedbacks to alleviate problems of gust sensitivity, all

of the known rotor-airframe siabilities and airframe elastic

effects on flying qualities as well as rotor blade stresses.

Also, stability augmentation will be provided in pitch and

yaw in the helicopter mode and to damp the dutch-roll airplane

mode. This system mainly consists of bi-cyclic rotor controls

4 with nacelle-moment feedback.

I-
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This system has five major advantages for the tilt rotor

configuration which are:

a. Tail surfaces can be sized for minimum stability

since the static destabiliiing effects of the

prop-rotors will be canceled by the system.

b. Design of the wing and nacelle structure does

not have to be compromised for increased stiff-

ness to avoid instabilities and/or flying quali-

ties problems due to wing twisting caused by

rotor moments.

C. Design of the landing gear to damp ground resonance

oscillations will not be as critical.

d. A nacelle tilt synchronization system is not

required but would be provided for fail-safety.

* •. The elevator and rudder surfaces airplane controls

can be eliminated by using the rotor controls.

Ailerons must be retained.

Control logic schematic for pitch, rcll and yaw attitude

controls are given in Figure VI-l, VI-2 and VI-3, respectively.

These controls will provide the following functions.
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Pilot Cimand Lonaitudinal Rotor Aircraf- i Pith----- C ic Pitcho a o ce . . • • c • ; , o , -
Pitch Control ICy tic itc Noral Force _-- R-ose

Cont- al&
,[ ____ [ Moment - A

Primary
Flight . rizontal Tail
Controls Surface Control

I.~~aceContro
lAutomatic Cyclic Pitch f Naelle
'Control for Minimum MomenLAPMS Nacelle Moment

ILogic to Fuselage
Minimize o-- Attitude
Automatic1  Control
Cycle

acelie Tilt Actu

FIGURE VI-l CONTROL LOGIC SCHEMATIC - PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL

VI-5
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-- ~Aileron --

(Flaperonr) I.
Control

Differential Differential Aircraft

- Long. Cyclic Rotor Normal noamics ll

"l jc Control i Forces L Response

Nacelle Mome.it, j
i-- Feedback-at S• l~each Rotor

* Roll iatie ýFee.d Back May B~
Reqiired for Dutch. Roll J

Airplane
; • • Mode

S• . _•.P Cole-tive Rono

-~~ o2ltrc'lRoll Cont.rol Average

•Nacelle

fI D~ferential Differential

Collective _ Rotor

Sytem TaThrust
Average

'Nacellel
ITilt-I

Helicopteir
Mode Conticol

*These Feedbacks Drive
Parallel Automatic
(SAS) Actuators

FIGURE VI-2 COTROL LOGIC SCH M TIC - RCLL ATTITUDE
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Helicopter
Mode Control

Differentia Diferential Ai'crft
.1 dLong. Cycliu Rotor •Response _Yaw

' IYaw Conr'Contro ,,Normtal Dynamics Respo6nse9

SNacelle

S~Nacelle :omentLFeedbacks of Ea

_____Rotor,

Riotor Collective Pitch
'0 Ct Systems

Av ra e aw Control Fr omi
Tilt Differential PitchI ~Airplane

Mode
Control

Gust Alleviation
Signal

I IGURE VI-3 CONTROL LOGIC SCHEMATIC - YAW CONTROL
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a. Bi-cyclic rotor controls and SAS actuators are

provided for the LARMS controls. The lateral

cyclics should have about the half of the

authority of the longitudinal cyclics.

b. Fustlage attitude should be controlled in hover byan

attitude sensor which commands the required auto-

matic longitudinal cyclic pitch. This system needs

to have response characteristics such that the pilot

can cause aircraft pitch attitude changes for transi-

tion control.

c. Nacelle tilt should be driven by a nacelle moment

feedback loop in such a way that the automatic

longitudinal cyclic pitch is minimized. It is

expected that this system will have a slow re-

sponse.

d. Horizontal tail control should be limited to a

slow response system driven by a feedback which

acts to minimize the longitudinal rotor cyclic

pitch in cruise.

e. Vertical and lateral gust sensitivity will be mini-

mized by the cyclic controls with nacelle moment

feedback which therefore must act in the cruise mode.

An automatic collective pitch system will be required

in cruise to prevent horizontal gust sensitivity. This

feedback system requires a low sensitivity (small pitch
change per unit acceleration) but a fast response.

VI-8
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Fuselage attitude control is provided by longitudinal cyclic

pitch of the rotors with the aid of the horizontal tail trim

in transition and cruise. In hover, moment trim is provided

by the cyclic pitch and if the cg is at an extreme a few

degrees of attitude change will be required to balance the

longitudinal forces. Whýen the nacelles tilt during transi-

tion and as the horizontal tail becomes effective, additional

moments are produced which must be trimmed. An attitude

sensor and control feedbacks cro!!abe provided as part of the

control system to provide near zero trim attitude -hange

with the use of a minimum cyclic pitch control. The pilot

could be provided with a trim control to select the attitude

he prefers but this is not expected to be a necessary pilot

control function.

This LARMS control system, as shown in Filures VI-1, V1--2,

and VI-3, could be provided with any of the advance flight

control schemes at the pilot interface. This system could

also be readily integrated with the avionics for navigation

and position holding.
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4. AIRCRAFT LIFT-DRAG 'O0LARS

The lift and drag characteristics of the aircraft have 1

been determined by using well-known and tested methodology

and are shown in Figures vi-4. The effects of the geometric

properties of the wing (high thickness/chord ratio, low aspectIl
ratio and simple plain flap system) and the transport fuselageI!
are evident in this figure. The aircraft lift polar, Figure

VI--j shows the CL,~ produced by this flap system. The drag
M

polar for this aircraft at low Mach number is given in Figure

VI-6 and the effect of compressibility is shown in Figure VI-7.

It is shown 9hat the aircraft will have some drag divergence

when flying at dash speed. This could be cured with further

=efinement of the design but probably would not be a problem

-A unless some side effect such as aileron-buzz occurred.

ii:
The calculations for obtaining CL and CL at varying

1 angles of attack and flap settings, and consequently VSTALL,

for the baseline configuration followed Section 4.1 of

Reference VI-1. Starting from experimental low speed air-

foil section aerodynamic characteristics, conventional

corrections were applied ta account for the effects of

boundary layer influenced by wing surface form and roughness,

VI-lO j
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Ias well as geometric arrangement and Reynolds Number.

,-i Reference VI-2 utilizes the method of Reference VI3-3

which is especially applicable to the straight untapered,

untwisted wing of the design-point aircraft for determining

Sits three-dimensional lift-curve slope. This method gives

Sresults that agree with slender-wing theory at very low -

aspect-ratios and with two-dimensional section data at

infinite aspect ratios. The wing alone CL obtained was A

then adjusted to reflect the presence of the fuselage. The

wing-body contribution was obtained from wind tunnel test

data of Reference VI- 4 . The contribution of the tail to

A the a.;rcraft C was computed using the methods outlined

in References VI-2 and VI-4. The _carameters of the aircraft

are givei in Table VI-I-.

For the thick airfoils utilized, stall usually occurs as a

result cf separation from the trailing edge and is charac-

I teristically mild, with gradual rounding of the lift and

moment curves near C1.X The maximum lift of these sections

Sis correlated by using the position of maximum thickness in

p addition to the y - parameter (the difference between the

upper surface ordinates at the 6% chord and 1.5% chord

stations, respectively). There is also a maximum lift increment -

VI-15
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TABLE V-14 - AERODYNAMIC A)��G TIC PLOPERTIES OF MJ3DEL 215

i WING

Area 
838 ft 2

Mean Aerodynamic Chord 12.75 ft 2
Aspect Ratio (Geometric) 5.16SSection 51SeiMCA 

64-221

""•0IZONTAL TAILI AreaAra257 ft 2

Aspect Ratio 
2.0

S•Moment Arm (Aft cg) 41.8 ft
Volume (aft cg) 1.01
Section 1.01Section ACA 64-01s

VERTICAL TAL4

Area 
161 ft 2

Aspect Ratio 1.0
Moment Arm (aft cg) 34.5 ft
Volume (aft cg) .101Section c 64-O15

W-- 67,000 lbtIXX = 983,400 Slug - ft 2

lyy = 242,460 Slug - ft 2

I = iL128,450 Slug - ft 2

I =Z 12,100 Slug -ft 2

I VI-16
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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due to camber which is a function of maximum thickness position

1 as well as position and magnitude of maximumi camber. Roughness

merely decreases the energy of the boundary layer-of thick

are very severe on thick airfoils and maximum lift coefficient

begins to drop at Mach 0.2. For thick cambered airfoils,

the angle of attack for zero-lift varies with Mach Ntimber,

particularly above the critical Mach number. The~ calculation

55 C.E.andtheC variat ion in the non-Klinear range are

VI:-S was used in this study to obtain the zero lift drag

of the aircraft. The drag coefficient is defined as:

CD = CD M. Cp +CD+ D

where C = minimum parasite drag

C = parasite drag increase with lift
IDp

* CD, = induced drag

=drag due to comapressibility
CD

* in cruise flight the total drag is due primarily to the

CD~ since the draig duo to lift Is small at cruise lift

VI-17



coefficients. and the dcag due to compressibility 'i

reduced by selecting aircraft geopetry

to achieve that objective. The total parasite draq of each

aircraft component is accounted for by the build-up of skin

friction, three-dimensional effects, interference, and pressure

drag due to flow separation. The results of these calculations

are given in Table VI-2. The resultant equivalent drag area

for the basic mission was then reduced to coefficient form,

to •lhich is added the drag due to lift. As cruise

speed increases the effects of compressibility must be accounted

for beginning at the critical Mach number. Above that speed

boundary layer separation is caused by shock waves which i

I results in a rapid drag rise. This effect on drag coefficient

I is provided for in the drag equation by the CDX term.
Mi

Wind tunnel tesit data of Reference VI-4 on the model shown in

Figure VI-8 bave been utilized to treat the full-span flap

S"effect for the nominal flap angles of 0, 15, 30, 45 and 60

degrees, respectively. The test data provided excellent

agreement with the lift and drag prediction at zero-tlap

setting when corrected for the differences in aspect ratio

and Reynolds number. The test lift curve slope after correc-

tiotis was less than 2% higher than the calculated value,

and the C intercept was 0.4 deg removed from the calculated

- value. The most noticeable diffsrence between calculated

SII



TABLE VI -2 NUMBER
REV LTR

350 KT 10,000 STD. DAY DATE:
MINIMUM PARASITE DRAG BREAKDOWN

Configuration: USAF TILT ROTOR V/STOL AIRCRA-FT MODEL 215

Re/ft. = 2.9315 x 100 Drawing No.

WETTED INCREMENT fe
COMPONENT AREA Cf % 3 fe (ft 2 )

FUSELAGE 204 .01832 3.7373

3-Dimensional Effects .3561

Excrescences .3000

Canopy .2140
Afterbody .7850 5.393

WING (2W% t/c) (SREF;-838 raT) 1526 .002325; 3.5480
3-D Effects i•802
Excrev,,zences .2048

GasFlaps, slats.42
aps a�ilerons, spoiler,-2

Body Iiiterference 1.4510 7.4581

HORIZOWTAL TAIL (15% t/c) 500 .002495 1.2475J
3-D Effects 3710
Excrescences & Taps_ 

.14121
I nteyferenc- .0395 1.79921
VERTIA AL .002322 .705

3-D Effects e .205
Excrescences & 11ps .079
Interference .041 1.045

INBOARD NACELLES

3-D Effects
Excrescences2
Interference .
Inlets 4

Exhaust System •

OUTBOARD NCTELLES (TIT RTOR) 220.0 .002192 .48223-D Effects per Nacelle .0931
Excrescences .1184
i~nterference .0892 TOTAL
Inle ts .1-354
Exhaust System 1.4075 2.6516

LANDING GEAR POD 120.0 .002332 .2798
3-D, Effects .2062i
Excrescences .1240%
Interference :1240 .734
SRough.,ness (6 % of 1;Crf,.MT) .63

cooling I. 0i
Trim •.0704

H __ A (onditioninq_ 1.7104_"F*Rh CZ/46 i"•]OAS ____ 4722.01.002225 20.711
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FIGURE VI-8

Model 150 Tilt Rotor Wind Tunnel Force Model
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and test results was that the test curve became non-linear

at an angle of attack of 60, compared with 110 for the cal-

culated case. The no-flaps C values, when reduced to
--MAX

A the same flight conditions, were 1.179 for test and 1.178

...or calculated results by the DATCOM method. Similar com-

parability was noted in the CD vs t and CL vs CD curves.

The prediction of the effects of flap deflection on Alft

and drag is presented in Figure VI-?. For plain flaps

I approximating those on the K)del 21!. aircraft, the lift

effects show only negligible differences but drag effects

are in poor agreement at all flap angles. Therefoxe, the

wind tunnel test data were used in determining the aero-

dynamic increments due to flaps. Ths slope of the lift

curves for each flap setting were assumed in the cal 2ulations

to be the same as for no-flaps case even though it is

recognized that there is some change in elope due to changed J

wing geometry with flaps extended. The results used are

similar to those obtainable by the method of Reference VI-7.

VI-21
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5. qTATIC STABILITY IN AIRPLANE FLIGHT A

The LARMS load alleviaticn fl±ght control system has a large

effect on static stability since" it cancels all of th& static

effects of the rotors. To provide for the possibility of

this system being inoperative, the empennage were sized to

pro'ride neutral static angle of attack and directional

stability at 1.15 times the 30 degree flap stall speed at

the most aft flight center of gravity location including

the destabilizing effects of the rotors. This speed corres-

ponds to the minimum, rotors fully converted, flight velocity

during transition. The hurizontal tail area and tail volume

are 257 square feet and 1.01 respectively (referred to the

aft c.g.). The vertical tail area and tail volume are 161

square feet and 0.101 respectively.

The horizontal tail is located on top of the vertical tail

to minimize the wing downwash and dynamic pressure loss

Seffects which are destabilizing. Also, the high horizontal

tail acts as an endplate on the vertical tail to increase

the vertical tail effective aspect ratio.

The angle of attack stability of the aircraft with this tail

size and without the destabilizing effects of the rotors is

VI-23
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shown in Figures VI-10 and VT-11 for the transition and

cruise mode respectively. The static margin this stability

produces is slightly Stible if the rotor stabilization systen

is inoperative as shown in Figure VI-12. With the rotor

stabili-ation system operating the static margin at the

Saft cg limit is greater than 25 percent at all flight speeds

in the airplane mode.
I

I The directional stability is also near neutral with the

SaLAMS rotor stabilization system inoperative with thisI tail size. As shown in Figure VI-13 a very high level of

directional stability is provided when this system in

operating such as to cancel the rotor COffects.

V' -2i i
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FIGýURE VI-12 HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZIN PRODUCES ALMOST NEUTRAL
STABILIT AT UPPER END OF TRANSITION WITH ROTOR
STABILIZATION OFF
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6. STABILITY DERIVATIVES I AT PLANE MODM
The static and dynamic stability derivatives used in the -,

following dynamic stabili-.y analysis are sunmrized in

Tables VI-3 and VI-4. These derivatives are from the

previously given static stability analysis and/or were

obtained from combined rotor and airplane theory and data.

The rotor thrust variation with velocity was estimated from

Reference VI-8 which utilizes an explicit vortex influence

technique; the EVIT Progr a•. The rotor normal force variation

-with mngle of attack was estimated from Reference VI-2

methodology which is based on rigid propeller test data.

To properly account for the flapping phase relationship

on the rotor pitching moment variations with angle of

attack the L-02 aeroelastic rotor program, Reference VIX-9 , was

utilized which provides a comple•L•, aercelastic representation

of the rotors. This program shows good corri.lation with

previous Vertol rotor test data. The rotor-airframe and

airframe-rotor interference effects were estimated from

Reference VI-2. Conventional methodology from References

V1- 2 and VI-S was utilized to predict the rotors off stability

derivatives. This procedure involved a buildup from two

dimensional airfoil data and correcting for aspect ratio,

compressibility effects, interference, etc. This procedure

A.
VI-29
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was performed on the similar configuration from Reference

VI-4 and shows good correlation with the wind tunnel test

data.
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7. DYNAMIC STABILITY MI AIRPLABE MODE

A preliminary evaluation of the aircraft shows a

minimum requirement for stability augmentation and

essentially .io dependence on the rotor stabilization

system (LARMS) for adequate stick-fixed flying

qualities. Analytical results for the operational

flight eni.2ope up to 20,000 feet and above VCcw are

given for the aircraft normal state and with the

rotor stabilization system failed. This kind of

-tailure is considered as remotely possible so level

three (3) flying qualities are desired and are shown

to be easily achieved after this failure.

This analysis in based on the stability de-

rivatives given in the previous section; airplane dynamic
derivatives are from DWACOM or Reference V1-.

and rotor derivatives from standard rotor analysis,

Reference VI-9. The parameters of the aircraft

used for this analysis are sumnarized in Table VI-I.

Presently, the control system of the aircraft and

its rotor system has not been adequately defined

- for detailed stability analysis. As discussed in

Section 3.0, it is anticipated that the primary

control of the aircraft will be provided by the

rotor control system with the proper feel - feedbacks

or some advanced pilot control system is assumed to

VI-33
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be provided in this aircraft so that there will

be no deficiency in flying qualities resulting

from this control system.

Longitudinal

a. Short Period: The short period motion both

with and without rotor effects is well within

the spec for Category B. Data for the longi-

tudinal short period frequency and accelera-

tion sensitivity of the aircraft are shown in Fig-

Ure VI-14 for the aircraft with the rotor

effect cancellel by the LARKS control system.

If this system was inoperative, slightly better

short period flying qualities would result as

shown in Figure VI-15. In either case, speeds

from 180 to 350 knots, altitudes to 20,000 feet

and C.G. positions over the allowable range pro-

duce adequate flying qualities This parameter

j •is also excellent at the upper transition speed

of 135 knots with the flaps down at the aft C.G..

The damping of the short period mode of the

aircraft with the aircraft in its normal state is

shown in Figure VI-1 6 to be excellent. Eligure VI-17

shows that complete failure of th3 rotor stabi-

lization (LARMS) system reduces the period of

the short period mode but greatly increases the

damping of thia mode. This shows that the LARMSIV
VI-34
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FIGURE VIE-15 LONGITUDINAL SHORT PERIOD FREQUENCY AN)
ACCELERATION SENSITIVITY r7 WIDEL 215
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system will significantly improve the gust

--

response characteristics of the aircraft.

b. Phugoid: Analysis of the controls fixed

phugoid mode shows that the horizontal gust

alleviation function of the IARMS system

should not completely cancel the sensitivity

of the rotors to velocity perturbations. As

shown in Figure VI-l8, the aircraft with the

gus- alleviation system inoperative has a

high"'- damped phugoid indicative of gust

sensk'., ity. If the gust alleviation system

were -o completely cancel the effects of the

rotors, a slightly unstable phugoid results.

This system will be developed to produce the

minimum phugoid damping required to produce

"level 1" flying qualities.
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L Late al I

(a) Dutch Roll: The dutch roll characteristics are deficient

in comparison with MIL-F-008785 and yaw %*ate feedback to the

directional controls is required.- This is shown uncQrrect~d in

Figure V -19. Again it is observed that in case of a faiiure-1f

the rotor stabilization system, the characteristics are manageK-

able. The control authority requirements to damp the rotor

stabilized configuration are small.

(b) Roll Subsidence: From this preliminary assessment, the

aircraft is deficient in roll damping as a result of a high

roll inertia as compared to the wing span. As shown in Figure

VI-20, the roll damping of the unaugmented airplane does not

satisfy the Level 1 specification except for high speed - low

altitude flight with the rotor stabilizing system inoperative.

When the damping provided by the rotor. is removed by the rotor

stabilization, only Level 2 damping of the aircraft is provided.

This problem is expected to be solved by close attention to

providing rotor nacelles which increase the effective wing span.

The beneficial influence of the rotor nacelles has been neglected

Iin this initial assessment of the problem. Addition of small

wing panels to the outboard sides of the rotor nacelles would

provide adequate damping if the nacelles can not be made to pro-

vide adequate effective span.

(c) Spiral Divergence: As indicated by the tail sizing phi-

losphy, neutral stability power on will produce an unstable spiral

with the rotors stabilized. This is to be expected due to the

large effect of the unaLgmented rotors in yaw. As shown in

Figure VI-21, the rotor stabilization should allow a small de-

stabilizing effect with sideslip to prevent a spiral divergence.

VI-41
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8. GUST I2SPONSE
I

The tilt rotor aircraft will havA. acceptable

gust response characteristics due to -he pro-

vision of rotor cyclic pitch feedback through the

load-alleviation system and rotor collective

pitch feedback of horizontal nacelle acceleration.

This system is expected to be able to keep the 4

cabin response due to horizontal, lateral and ver-
.; I

Stical discrete (1-Cosine) gusts up to 20 ft/sec

amplitude I-ss than the following values:U 0.1 g-s vertically

0.05g's laterally

S0.05g' S horizont al

Additionally, this level of maximum gust response

Sj amplitude will also be shown using temperal gust

i Ivariations such as those given by the statistical

models of AFFDL-TR-68-85. These gust levels do

not reqoire any additional authority of the cyclic

feedback system or the collective pitch control

Response of these control systems also appear to

be adequate.

VI-4S-
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S~9. VIBRATION

The tilt rotor aircraft will have vibration levels

within the proposed Boeing criteria for occupied

areas of 0.05 g's at the number of blades per
rev. frequency and well within the MIL-H8501A

requirem•ent of 0.15 g's. This goal will be achieved

by tuning the wing vertical bending stiffness to

alternate the number of blades per rev. frequency.

The present preliminary design shows that the -tii

stiffness can be reduced without ccapromising the

whirl flutter or air/ground resonance sta"ility.

Necessity for such alternation only arises during

trinsition with v--, smal" oscillatixr.T rotor forces

being predicted fcr cruiue flight in the a.-rptL n.

mode.I
IVibration in transition presently can not be

Sahztically pred&icted with confidence but statistical

Spredictioý; techniques are available for helicopter

preliminary design. It can be shown that vertical

vibration varies az the product of the square of the

rotor inplane advance ratio and the thrust coefficient-

solidity ratio. The tilt rotor aircraft only flies

edgewise in helicopter flight and in transition. Use

of the helicopter statistics and a typical nacelle

vi--4.6 -
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incidence schedule for tranr'tion produces the vibration

prediction ahown in Figure VI -2.. A maximum vibration

level of 0.11 g's is shown to occur at about 100 knots.

This vibration level should be alleviated since a spe*d of

100 knots is likely to be used for low speed loiter and

search operations in the rescue mission. Alleviation may

be achieved by absorber, force balancers or by selection

of the wing stiffness to attenuate the rotor forces felt

at the fuselage.

I--4 7
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Ii. SECTION VII

STRUCTURES
1. SUMMARY

This section contains criteria for use during Phase I1,

the structural design of the prop/rotor aircraft rotor

blades, hub, wing, nacelle structure and transmissions.

Limit load and fatigue conditions are included. Speci-

fications MIL-A-8860 and MIL-S-8698 have been used to

guide the selection of conditions and only those which are

generally critical are to be considered for preliminary

design purposes.

fI VI1
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2. APPLICABLE SPECIFICATIONS

The structural design criteria shall be in general

accord with the following military specifications

with consideration given to that required for pre-

liminary design:

a. MIL-A-8860,wGeneral Specification for

Airplane Strength and Rigidity".

b. MIL-S-8698, "Structural Design Requirements,

Helicopters".

3. FLIGHT MODE DEFINITION

The flight modes for the vehicle are defined as:

a* Helicopter Flight: Lift is provided only

by the rotor and airspeeds are less than

35 knots in any direction.

b. Transition Flight: Lift is provided by

the rotor and the wing. This regime
stai-ts at 35 knots and ends atVO.

3 c. Airplane Flight: Lift is provided only

by the wing. The regime starts at VCON

and is limited at

d. VC(N is the airspeed at which n7 =1.2

can be achieved with the flaps retracted.

•iVX-2
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Ii
4. BASIC DESIGN PARANTERS

The basic design parameters for the three flight modes

are listed in Table VII-1.

5. FACTOR OF SAFETY

The yield factor of safety shall be 1.0. The ultimate

factor of safety shall be 1.5.

6. TORQUE FACTOR

t The limit torque factor shall be 1.5.

7. DESIGN SPEED

A. For helicopter flight, the maximum forward,

sideward and rearward speed shall be 35 knots.

B. For transition flight, the design speed for

limit load conditions shall be the minimum

speed indicat'• on the V-n diagram for which

a 3.0 limit load factor applys.

C. For airplane flight, the following speeds apply:

1. Maximum level flight speed V. equal

to 360 knots (transmission torque limit)

at sea level.

1 2. The limit speed VL shall be 450 knots

(1.25 Va) at sea level.

VII-3
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TABLE VII-l

BASIC DESIGN PARAMTERS

PARAMETER DESIGN VALUE

HELICOPTER FLIGHT

Basic Design Gross Weight 67,000 lb.

Minimum Flying Gross Weight 47,798 lb.

Most Aft C.G. Position F.S. 421.6 in.
Most Forward C.G. Position F.S. 398.7 in.

Limit Load Factor at Basic Design Gross
Weight ( N ) 2.5, -1.0

Limit Landing Sinking Speed at Basic
Design Gross Weight 12.0 fps (See Note 1)

Normal Rotor Speed, Power on 295

Rotor Speed Limit Factor 1.25

Nacelle Axle F.S. 410

TRANSITION FLIGHT

Basic Design Gross Weight 67,000 lb.

Jlaxinum Design Groins Weight 74,000 lb.

Limit Load Factor at Basic Design Gross
Weight ( N 3.0, -1.0

Normal Rotor Speed, Power on 295 RPM

Rotor Speed Limit Factor 1.25

AIRPLANE FLIGHT

Basic Design Gross Weight 67,900 lb.

riaximum Design Gross Weight 74,000 lb.

Minimum Flying Gross Weight 47,798 lb.

Most Aft C.G. Position F.S. 402.5 in.

Most Forward C.G. Position F.S. 379.5 in.

Limit -Load Factor at Basic Design Gross
Weight x 0, -1. 0

Normal Rotor Speed 207 RPM

NOTE 1: The limit landing load factor shall be based upon
a sinking speed of 12 fps and rotor lift equal to

two-thirds of the basic design gross weight.

[• VII-4
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-raV. whr n stem-m utla

fato deemie -at_ _ V._ and V. is th

I-
I

3. thmalling speed for aev 66 fpigh gat sGea

shall be 260 knots (S.L.) for the basic

design gross weight and 240 knots (SOLb) [
f or the minimum flying gross weight, VG = --

c us where n is the maximum gust load

factor determinef rt VH and V is the
e li stalling speed for level flight at sea

level in the basic honfiguration with a

power off.

8. V-n DIAGRAM DI

Composite V-n diagrams for the three flight modes at the basic neslgn

gross weight and the minimum flying gross weight are shown in Figvresl
VIiand VI-.The diagrams for airplane flight (solid lines) were j

:4 f constructed as specified in MIL-A-8861 for maneuver and gust load

factors.

The limit load factors for helicopter and transition flight (dashed

lines) are shown as the umo th hicotr2.)andteinle

load factor at a given speed, the maximums being 3.0 and -1.0.

9. LIMIT LOAD DESIGN CONDITIONS

flight are contained in Table VII-2, VII-3 and VII-4, respectively.

The conditions listed have been selected for investigation during

preliminary design. Gzound conditions to be considered are contained

in Table VII-5.

VII-5
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10. FATIGUE DESIGN CONDITIONS

A. Basic Fatiepe Schedule

The service usage to be used for definition of

preliminary design structural requirements shall

be in accordance with the basic fatigue schedule

Table VII-6. This schedule is based on the basic

* design mission. The distribution of flight time

between the helicopter, transition and airplane

mQdezisjfl• 12--5 -and-- 9 ,--4-,-respectively,.

The total time given to maneuvers is 10.5%. The

significant conditions affecting the fatigue

performance of the w.ng are the repeated maneuvers

and atmospberz turbulence at low altitudes and the

relatively large number of ground-air-ground cycles.

The significant conditions affecting the fatigue

performance of the nacelle structure are repeated

+- I maneuvers with the vehicle in the airplane mode,

ground-air-ground cycles and rotor loads. The
significant conditions affecting the fatigue

performance of the dynamic system are the prop/rotor

cyclic control and airplane fiight with inclination

of the prop/rotor axis. The dynamic system of this

vehicle is considered to include the prop/rotor

blade, hub, controls and dtrive system.

VII-12I --1
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i TABL13 VII-6

S~BASIC FAT•IGUE SCHEDULE

SCondition %Occurrence No Per Hour

SIIHELICOPTER MODE

Rotor Starti

Rotor Stop 1

Ta1.5

Takeoff VTOL 1.j

'b.keoff STOW.

Ld-ing n ig ae ._

Hover 4.0

Forward Flight 35 Knots 1.0

Sideward Flight 35 Knots .1

Rearward Flight 35 Knots .2

Yaawed Flight 35 Knots .1

LatF-rai Control Re:versal 2

Lontignidinajl Control Rever•a• 2

Direct-ional Control Reversal 2

TihI"A'T IT!ON' -,ODE

Level Flight 4.0

C1iimb 4.0

2.0

Turn 30° Dank 50 Knots 2.0 4

Puil Up 1.5G 50 Knots .5 1

A ] )PLA•';E MODE

Svc.l Flight Cruise Speed 56.0
Level Flight Maxi:.nn Speed 4.0

('] •'<l;4.0

1PC'scent 10.0
taximum Pov;er Dive at VL .1

at Maximum SgJeed .5
Level Turn 1.5G at VH 3.0 6
L-cvel Turn 2.OG at VYi .5 !
Climbing Turn at V11 1.5G .5
Symmetricel Pull-Up 1.5G at Vii .6 1

•to'ca rPull-Up 2.0G at VH

VII-13



B. Service Life

-

The servi:e 
life of the wing and nacelle

structure shall he 10,000 hours. The

service life on dynamic system components

shall be 3,600 hours except as indicated

below. This service life of 3,600 hours

applies also to the pitch bearing. The method

of analysis for the above bearings accounts for

the oscillatory motion of pure rotational motion.
--- Th--s e vi-el fi1 will •/'ca !culated using the

jc ,mulative damage method in conjunction with S-N

curves and :-ad/stress frequency. S-N curves

:system compone nts will be ba-d on a

j. -3ranalysii , S-N cur .ves for the wing

structure s'-all be established using the mean

of data associated with the most critical stress

cencentrat$.on. The calculated "mean life" thus

established will be divided by a scatter factor

of four (4) to establish a "safe life" on service

life.

The B1 0 design life for the individual drive

system bearings will be established based on the

Sdesired transmission Mean Time Between Removal

(MTBR). This means that the total bearing system

lives will result in the dcsired transmission HTBR.
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Gear box cases shall be designed for

a service life of 10,000 hours con-

sidering drive train and rotoy. Loads.

All drive system gearing and splines

shall be designed for unrestricted

fatigue life under maximum rated power

at normal operating RPM.

C. Take-Off Condition

A vertical load take-off spectrum shall

be used for the take-off phases of the

fatigue schedule.

D. Landing Condition

A spectrum of landing sinking speeds shall

be used for the landing phase of the fatigue

schedule.

E. Taxi Condition

A vertical load taxi spectrum shall be used

for the taxxi phases of the fatigue schedule.

F. Gust Cc ndition

A gust load spectrum shall be used as speci-

fied in MIL-A-8866(ASG), Paragraph 3.4
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11. WING DESIGN CRITERIA

A. Flight and Ground Loads
The wing shall be designed for the various flight

and ground load conditions defined in paragraphs

S9. Dynamic analyses shall be used to obtain the

wing loads duve to gusts paragraphs 10-F and the

landings paragraph 10-P.

B. Rotor System Loads

The wing shall be designel for the loads due to

the 5'otor system as defined in paragraph 13.

C. Fatigue Considerations

2 The primary structure of the wing shall be. analyzed

to determine its fatigue performance under the con-

ditions specified in paragraph 10 , which includes

loadings caused by gusts, maneuvers, landing, take-

off and taxing. The wing shall incorporate fail-

"safe design.

12. NACELLE STRUCTURE DESIGN CRITERIA

A. Flight and Ground Loads

The nacelle structure, which includes the tilt

mechanism and wing attachment, shall be designed

for the various flight and ground loads defined

in Paragraph 9. In addition, the nacelle structuze

shall be designed for a side load factor equal to

+ 2.0 limit with the nacelle in the vertical and

Shorizontal positions.

VII-16
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B. ySntent Loads

The nacelle structure shall be for the rotor34
system loads as defined in paragraph 13.

C., Dri-e System Loads

The nacelle structure shall be designed for

the limit torque load condition as specifiel

in paragraph 14.

D. Faticue Considerations

The nicelle structure shall be analyzed to de-

tarmine its fatigue performance under the con-

ditions specified in paragraph 10 which includes I

gusts, maneuvers, landing, take-off, taxiing anid

rotor vibratory loads. In addition, loads due

to aircraft rates and accelerations will be con-

sidered. The nacelle structure shall incorporate

fail safe design.

13. RXtOR SYSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA

A. Flight Loads

The prop/rotor blade, hub and controls shall be

designed for he various flight conditions defined

in paragraph 4. The loads including vibratory

and steady shall be calculated by aeroelastic

analysis.
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I B. Fatigue Considerations

The rotor system shall be analyzed to determine I
its fatigue performance under the conditions

specified in paragraph 10. In addition, the

following criteria will be used:

a. Alternating loads due to rotor cyclic control.

in the helicopter mode, equal to the cyclic

required to trim the aircraft level plus 2i%

of the maximum cyclic for pitch control shall

not exceed the fatigue endurance limits of

rotor system components.

b. Alternating loads due to rotor cyclic control,

in the helicopter mode, equal to the cyclic

I required to trim the aircraft level plus 25%

of the maximum cyclic for yaw control shall

not exceed the fatigue endurance limits of

rotor system components.

C. Alternating lc.-cus due to "Aq" equal to 1,500
shall not exce.id the fatigue endurance limits

of rotor system components. a

14. DRIVE SSTEM DESIGN CRITERIA

A. Limit Design Loads

The drive system includes all cowponents of the

drive train betueen and including the engine

shafts and the main rotor shafts with all engines

at maximum rated power and at norinrl operating RPM.

The torque split between rotors shall be 75-25 in

combination with rotor loads defined in paragraph 13.

VII-18
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B. Fatigue Consicterations

Bearing B1 0 life shall be based on cubic

mean loads for the conditions of the Basic

Fatigue Schedule Table VII-6.

All gears and spurs within the drive train

shall be designed for unrestricted fatigue

life undec maximum transmission ratio power

or maximum rated engine power, whichever is

lower, at normal operating RPM. The alter-

nating torque for symmetrical fliaht conditions

shall be considered to be + 15t of the steady

torque. This alternating torque shall be con-

sidered for the design of transmis3ion and

shafting exclusive of the gear teeth and

bearings.

31
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* 15. MATERIALS AND ALLOWABLES

A. Material Selection

The increased knowledge of strength and reliability

of new materials and constxaction techniques con-

tributing to a general advance in the "state of the

art" shall be incorporated !ýi the design wherever

feasible. •±a,-s ehall be selected on the basis

of technical suitabilit_ to satisfy design requirements

of function, reliability, strength safety, fabrication

ease and economy. Particular attention shall be given

te material -w;ork propagation, fracture toughness and

corrosion characteristic antd to protective finish

systems and procesoes for the prevention and control

of corrosion and stress corrosion. Materials to be

considered, but not limited to, include:

a. tor wing fatig-ue critical areas titanium

som beats of 6AL-4V and/or 2024

aluminum alloy for skin and stringer

combinations and titanium 6A1-4V and/or

7079, 7175 and alloy 71 aluminum alloys

for forgings and thick machined plates.

Figure VII-3 shows that improved stress

corrosion characterist.cs of high strength

7175 and alloy 71 aluminum alloys over

the alloys in current use.

VII-20
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b. for wing non-fatigue critical areas

same heats of titanium 6AL-4V and/

or 7075, 7178, 7175 aluminum alloys.

c. for the cotor/prop blade a composite

structure consisting of a fiberglass

spar, cross-ply skins, aluminun honey-

comb core and a titanium leading edge

erosion strip. Fatigue properties of

S-glass composites based on testing

conducted at Boeing-Vertol are shown in

Table VII-7 and Figures VII-4 and -5.

d. for the rotor hub 6AI-4V titanium

forging.

e. for the transmission gears VASCO X2

steel.

f. for transmission bearings M50 vacuum

melt steel, 52100 vacuum melt steel and

carý.urized steels.

g. for the transmission case magnesium,

steel, titanium, composites and metal

matrix composites. Figure VII-6 shows

the improved fatigue properties of rare

earth east magnesium alloy 2E63-T6 over

those for mignpsium alloys In present use.
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B. Material Allowables

Material strength properties will be

based upon the following:

a. Anticipated design allowables for

new materials based on preliminary

data consistent with 1972 technology.

b. MIL--HDBK-5 Metallic Materials and

Elements for Flight Vehicles.

Column "B" allowable stresses will

be used where failure o. an individual

element would result in the applied

load being safely distributed to other

load carrying members. In all other

applications, the Column WA values

will be used.

c. MIL-HDBK-17, "Plastics for Flight Vehicles".Kd. MIL-HDBK-23, "Composite Construction for

v Flight Vehicles'.

e. Boeing-Vertol Structure Design Manual.

[f. Boeing-Vertol Report SRR-7, "Reinforced

Composite Material Allowables"° This

document contains design strength and

mechanical properties used at Boeing-

Vertol for Boron and S-Glass composites.
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16. AEROELASTIC STABILITY

An analysis has been made to ensure that there are no whirl

flutter or air/ground resonance problems with the USAF Tilt

Rotor aircraft. Whirl flutter and air/ground resonance pre-

vention have been treated in this study since wing and/or

nacelle stiffziesses could sigrificantly increase the weight.

Since the configuration analyzed is adequately stable, the

results of the trend weights used in the performance studies

are believed tc be valid. This result is due in part to the

provision of cyclic ieedback in the rotor control systems

(the LAR14S system described in Section VI,3).

Rotor blade aeroel&',tic staW'] ty has 3iot been • eated -n t. is

st'udy except for tbe considerE .on of stall flu ýr made in

Section IV,5. Blade design is to be pursued in atail in

Phase II and will be treated .it that time. Experience with

other designs using the sc:t-inplane hingeless blade approach

has shown this design to be, p.-a;ticable and has substantiated.

the rotor weight trends used 1i this study. The parameters of

the aircraft analyzed are sum-arized for reference purposes in

Table VII-8.
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TABLE iTII-

PARAMETERS OF AIRCRAFT USED FOR AEROELASTIC STABILITY ANALYSIS

DESCRIPTION UNITS VALUE

Radius of Rotor Inches 330

Number of Blades N.D. 3

First Moment of 1 Blade About Flap Hinge Lb-Sec 2  85.55

Inertia of 1 Blade about Flap Hinge Lb-Sec2 In. 13,842

Ratio of Blade Cut Out to R N.D. 0.2

Blade Twist at 7-%R (Root Reference) Deg. -16.

Mean Chord Inches 32.3

Lift Slope Coefficient 1/Rad 5.73

Distance from Center of Hub to Nacelle
Pivot Inches 112.

Distance Between Nacelle Pivot and
Effective Wing Root (Approx. to
be 61% of Wing Semi Span) Inches 212

Distance Between Nacelle Pivot and
cg of Rotor Nacelle Combination Inches 67.4

Nacelle (Including Blades & Hub) Lb-Sec 2-In. 164683
Moment of Inertia in Pitcb

Weight of Nacelle Including 3 Blades
and Hub Lb 9500

Wing/Nacelle Pitch (Torsion) Frequency Cps 2.75

Wing/Nacelle Yaw (Chordwise) Frequency Cps 4.36

Wing/Nacelle Vertical Bending Frequency Cps 1.68

Rotor Speed - Cruise Rpm 183.

Forward Speed - Aircraft Cruise Knots 350

(Continued on Following Page)
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DESCRIPTION UNITS VALUE

Lateral Stiffnesses of Rear Tires (same) Lb/Ft 119,000

Lateral Stiffness of Front Tire Lb/Ft 98,000

Vertical Stiffness Rear Tires Lb/Ft 83,000

Vertical Stiffness Front Tire Lb/Ft 68,200

Fwd/Aft Stiffi'ess Rear Tires Lb/Ft 324,000

Fwd/Aft Stiffness Front Tire Lb/Ft 144,'000

Landing Gear Damping in Vertical Direction
All Tires Same Lb-Sec./Ft 135.

Blade Flap Frequency Cps 4.09

Blade 91 of attack at 75% Radius Deg. 0

Effective Hinge Offset In. 66

NOTES: 1. Blade parameters used were for the TRB-3B Design.

2. The six degree of freedom analysis computer

Sprogram (C-26) was used for the whirl flutter

analysis

3. Computer program C-Zj- was used for the ground resonance

analysis
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A. Ground Resonance Stability

The tilt rotor aircraft with soft-inplane

hingeless rotors can have ground resonance

stability problems due to blade chordwise

(lag) bending coupling with an airframe or

landing gear mode. Such resonance conditions

must be damped by the landing gear oleos,

airframe and blade structural damping and

rotor blade aerodynamic damping. As shown

in Figure V17-7, there are two regions of

instability possible if this damping was

zero but if nominal, values cf damping are

assumed the aircrobft is stable.

The upper graph of Figure VII-? shows four

regions of coalescence of rotor and aircraft

frequencies as a function of rotor speed.

Instabilities might be expected a- any of

these intersections. In fact, considering

zero blade and structural damping which is

conservative, the only unstable situations

occur at the lower rotor-wing vertical bending

frequency intersection (near hover rpm) and

at the lower rotor-wing chordwise bend.ing fre-

quency intersection. For nontnal damping

(2% structural damping and rotor aerodynamic

damping effects considered) these instabilities
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are eliminLated. Previous studies on similar

configurations have shown a/c lateral and a/c

fore and aft motions to be the only rigid body

modes tending to produce ground resonance.

For this aircraft confiquration these modes a

are stable. The analysis used for this study

is described as follows:

Program C-27: A multi-bladed rotor is con-

sidered with motion of the blades described by

two arbitrary blade mode shapes having components

parallel and perpendicular to the blade root

chord. The dynamic system (Figure VII-8) has

nine degrees of freedcm. These freedoms are:

P Nacelle Pitch and Wing Torsion
Y = Nacelle Yaw and Wing Chordwise

Bending

R = Nacelle Roll and Wing Flapwise

Bending

Flo= Constant out of plane blade bending

tip deflection of first mode (re-

lated to coning angle)

F IC Pitch of Tip Path '?lane of Mode One

FIs = Yaw of Tip Path Plane of Mode One

F2 0  = Constant out of plane bending tip

deflection of second mode (re-

lated to coning angle)

F2C Pitch of Tip P,•th Plane of Mode Two
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F2S = Yaw of Tip Path Plane of Mede Two

- The nine Lagrangian equations of motion were expressed in matrix

form and 'inearized by imn ecpansion in a Taylor series about the

4equilii•iriu-pointj j q = 0) and a retaining of only the first

ordor ta-=ms. The program assumes a linear rotor blade lift equa-

tion, zero rotor blade drag and zero wing aerodynamics.

Blade arbitrary mode deflections can be defined for up to ten

"sections. The program has the provision that collective pitch

can be calculated such that the blade angle of attach at .75 blade-

i radius can be specified.

Print-out options include stability boundaries, eigenvalues, and

eigenrectors for variations of parameters such as inflow ratio,

pitch frequency, yaw frequency, roll frequency, etc., in a single

run.

B. Whirl Flutter

"Fi•,-,lt-, of a study wit-h yaw-/ llo ,.W Zxequency and wing/nacelle

pitch frequency varying end other parameters fixed at nominal are

- jshown by Figure VII-9. The Model 215 aircraft was considered to
�. be in the nominal cruise flight mode, 350 kt. 'EAS), with no control

feedbacks. The aircraft design is stable.

* 1As can be seen by Figure VII- 9 , a very significant parameter for

S] both whirl flutter and divergence is the wing torsional stiffness

and corresponding frequency. For nominal aircraft properties, in-

creasing the wing/nacelle torsional stiffness significaatly im-

proves the stability of the system. The wing/nacelle chordwise

bending stiffness has a relatively minor effect on the stability

- ! boundaries for practical variations around nominal.
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C-27 STABILTY_ AWYSIS Z

INIPUTI
1. Flight Conditions
2. Rotor Properties

3. Aircraft Properties I

AIRWADS

1. Radial Intregration.
Azimuthal Sumation

3. Quasi-Steady Aerodynamics

Formulation of Matrix

Equations of Motion

S'Nlution of EquationsN
To Deteraine7Zienvalues
and Eigenvectors

F)

[Eig-:nvalues and/or 
-tbliy A_

Eigenvectors Bound
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The high frequency flutter region shown

t is p";esent only if the structural damping

is assumed zero. This flutter is high

frequency (greater than 2 cps) forward

whirl flutter. For normal (2 per cent)

structural damping in the wing/nacelle

vertical bending, wing/nacelle chordwise

bending, and the wing nacelle torsion mode

this whirl flutter region becomes stable.

This implies that this flutter does not exist

under normal conditions of structural damping

even without cyclic feedback. Wind tunnel

tests on models of similar configurations
have. verified this, as high frequency flutter

was not enountered.
I

The rotor speed margin of the aircraft is

adequate at the cruise velocity of 350 kt

(EAS). As shown in Figure VII-10 this

margin is approximately 45 rpm. The air-

craft stability is quite sensitive to rotor

rpm above 200 rpm if the wing/nacelle

pitch frequency was reduced. Th6 flutter

region shown is slightly negative damped but

is avoided by a good margin with the present

deinign.
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Dash speed capability reduces the static

divergence stability velocity margin as

shown in Figure VII-Il. For a dash

speed of 400 kt. (RAS), the margin is

approximately 106 kt. This figure also

emphasizes again the importance of wing/

nacelle pitch stiffness (or frequency) on

whirl flutter/divergence safety margins.

A low porwer setting at near dash speeds can

produce a static divergence problem requiring

the cyclic pitch feedback as shown in Figure

VII-12. The propellers could approach a

6 wind illing condition during slowdown from

danh speed and can produce an unsafe condition

if the cyclic system were not provided.

The analytical model used for this study is

S I shown in Figure VII-13. This is a 6-degree-of-

freedom analysis which describes the blade

csning, pitch and yaw of the disc pIne, wing/

nacelle vertical bendinq (vertical translation),

torsion (wing/nacelle pitch), and chordwise

i bending (wing-nacelle yaw). The capability of

treating both the effevts of structural damping

-and feathering feedback are included. The analysis

computes the stability boundary as a function of
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jalso perform a rescue miasion with a 500 N. 14ilei radus and a aid-
point hover time of 30 minutes. The Landing gear We'aw sized for a
%coverage of 40 and 38 passes when opeirated on CEM. soil. A 21S wing
thickrnes is uted to provide a wing compatible with high speed draq
rise an-4 to isatisfy the structural requirements with a minimum veight
1wingj. The prop/rotor utilized has no flap or lag hinges. Rotor bla'd
;cyclIic pitdkk is planned to provide both control mmsents and load aI-
le-vtation. A h~over figure of merit of 75t and a cruise efficiency of
78t are excpectea for this aircraft, A useful load fraction of 31.6%

is projected, ba&;ed on conservative estimates.
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